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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is devoted to the study of third-harmonic generation (THG) in push-pull 

chromophore-doped polymer films. This kind of films, with amorphous structure, exhibit 

null second harmonic generation but strong THG when pumped at the fundamental 

wavelengths within the telecommunication range (1.4 -1.6 |j,m). It is demonstrated that 

at 1550 nm, micrometer-thick samples generate up to 17 |a,W of green light with an input 

power of 250 mW delivered by an optical parametric oscillator. This high conversion 

efficiency is achieved without the use of phase matching or cascading of quadratic 

nonlinear effects and it is due to high values of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility 

combined with weak film absorption at the third harmonic wavelength. The efficient 

THG process opens the doors to low cost and sensitive third-order optical auto

correlation and cross-correlation applications. So, in addition to the basic research 

performed about the characterization of the THG in push-pull chromophore-doped 

polymer films, two applications are demonstrated. The first is the complete diagnostic of 

femtosecond pulses by THG-Interferometric Autocorrelation and by THG Frequency-

Resolved Optical Gating. The second is the THG-Cross-correlation Time-Gated Imaging 

of objects embedded in highly scattering conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently organic molecules and polymers have received notable attention due to 

their electrical, light-emissive and nonlinear optical properties which are potentially 

applicable to a variety of devices. Although the magnitude of the electrical and optical 

properties that characterize these organic materials range in some cases from moderate to 

high, perhaps their very attractive aspect is that they embrace qualities such as low cost, 

easy processability, the possibility of maximizing any particular property of interest by 

molecular engineering and the chance to integrate those materials into thin films (even of 

large area) with rigid or flexible substrates. For these reasons the literature is vast about 

studies on organics applied to electroluminescent devices[l.l,1.2], plastic lasers[1.3], 

transistors[1.4], photovoltaics[1.5], waveguides[1.6], second harmonic generation[1.7], 

photorefractive polymers[1.8], etc. (The author of this dissertation has participated in 

some research projects in these areas during his Ph.D. studies. The results of these 

projects are cited here [1.9-1.12] but are not part of this dissertation). 

It is in this context that this dissertation is related to fundamental research on the 

optical frequency generation exhibited by organic molecules. In specific, the attention is 

focused in the third-harmonic generation (THG). In contrast to the second-harmonic 

generation in organic materials, for which high conversion efficiencies have been 

observed[1.13], in the case of THG the conversion efficiencies to date reported are rather 

low so that the THG effect has not been used for applications. Motivated by this fact, this 
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dissertation is devoted to the study of the third-harmonic generation in polymer films 

doped with a special kind of organic chromophores (known as push-pull systems) when 

they are pumped by short optical pulses at the fundamental wavelengths within the 

telecommunication range (1.3-1.6 |j,m). Here it is demonstrated that suchpush-pull-Ao^Qd 

polymer films exhibit high THG conversion efficiencies. The high conversion 

efficiencies achieved with these films has been not reported before, for the best of the 

author knowledge, for any organic material. 

1.1. THG WITH INORGANIC MATERIALS 

Since all the materials have a non-vanishing electrical susceptibility of third order, 

THG can take place in principle for any sample material. For instance, such harmonic 

generation process has been observed in air [1.14] and other gases [1.15,1.16] with 

typical maximum conversion efficiencies of the order of 2 ~ 3 %. Similarly, for matter 

in solid state recently appreciable amount of THG (with 2.4 % of conversion efficiency) 

has been obtained directly from the use of a single nonlinear crystal by using quasi-phase 

matching scheme [1.17] (it should be noted that the third harmonic that is commonly 

obtained from some coherent sources is rather a cascade effect of two nonlinear effects of 

second order, e.g., 355 nm is obtained from a Nd;YAG laser operating at 1064 nm by 

first producing its second harmonic in a nonlinear crystal and subsequently generating 

sum frequency between the second harmonic and the fundamental wavelength in a 

second nonlinear crystal). Another scheme in nonlinear crystals such as the self phase-

matched THG via an induced grating by two non-collinear beams has been also reported 
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[1.18] with conversion efficiencies of a; 3 %. The relatively high conversion efficiencies 

of the cases cited above are related to the use of pulsed laser systems of high energy per 

pulse. On the other hand, with un-amphfied femtosecond pulses, THG has also been 

reported, though with lower conversion efficiencies, such as in the case of the phase-

matched process by using nematic liquid crystals [1.19] where considerable conversion 

efficiency of 0.001 % was achieved. By using the same kind of pulses relatively strong 

surface THG has also been reported for air-dielectric interfaces [1.20-1.22] 

Since the conversion efficiencies observed for THG (refer as a pure process) 

are typically low compared with those routinely obtained for SHG, the former is a 

process that has received less attention than the latter one. Nevertheless, some 

applications have been proposed or implemented with THG such as microscopy[1.23-

1.25], implementation of UV-coherent sources[1.26], ahgnment of holographic encoding 

systems[1.27], study of plasmon oscillations in metal nanoparticules[1.28], material 

characterization [1.29] and short-pulse characterization [1.30,1.31]. 

1.2. THG IN ORGANIC MATERIALS 

In the case of organic materials some obstacles must be overcome to get efficient 

THG. In these materials, with isotropic or amorphous structure, it is difficult to 

implement phase matching between the fundamental and the third harmonic due to the 

lack of birefringence. Furthermore, such materials usually have a large absorption at the 

third harmonic, e.g., for the fundamental wave at NIR, the third harmonic wave falls in 

the UV ~ green spectral region where most active organic molecules have strong 
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absorption and as a result the effective length for the accumulation of the third harmonic 

wave is limited to a length scale comparable with the absorption depth (which can be 

smaller than a wavelength). Nevertheless, these materials inherently have properties that 

other THG materials do not have such as the easy processability, the low cost and the 

possibility of enhancement of the nonlinear characteristics by molecular engineering. 

On the other hand, although some efforts have been reported to observe efficient 

THG by using phase-matched process in solutions with anomalous dispersion[1.32,1.33], 

traditionally THG in organic materials have been extensively reported in the literature 

just as method to characterize optical nonhnearities. This is because THG in organics, 

although usually pretty weak effect, can be theoretically modeled with no mayor 

difficulties in a way that it provides a direct method[1.34,1.35] to estimate the values 

for a given material. This is especially useful in the search of organic materials with 

proper values of that have recently received recognition for applications to optical 

switching and optical limiting. Experimentally such nonlinear coefficients are easily 

determined, for example, by implementing a Maker fringe setup and by comparing the 

THG exhibited by the tested organic material with the one exhibited from a well 

characterized material that is used as reference {e.g., fused silica glass). In this way, THG 

has been proposed as a selection tool for organic materials to be used in integrated optical 

devices[1.36]. Alternatively, THG spectroscopy has been used to characterize one-

dimensional conjugated organic polymers films [1.37-1.42], bimetaUic push-pull systems 

doped into polymer films [1.43] and side-chain poljmier layers containing push-pull 

molecules[1.44]; it has also used to demonstrate third order nonhnearities in Metal-doped 
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poljmier aqueous solutions [1.45] and colloidal metals[1.46] as well as reversible 

photoinduced third-order susceptibility changes in dye-doped polymer films[1.47]. A 

common characteristic of these examples is that in practically all the cases the THG 

intensity, although strong enough to be useful for material characterization purposes, it is 

so weak that no other THG apphcations have been recognized. In this dissertation, 

however, it is proved that the THG process can be enhanced in such a way that some 

applications can be implemented (with the important attributes of the organics before 

mentioned). The studies of the third-harmonic generation here presented are performed 

in polymer films doped with push-pull systems (also referred as push-pull 

chromophores). It will be proved that the use of such push-pull systems, characterized by 

possessing high electronic delocalization along their structure and high optical 

nonlinearities, leads to strong THG. The so obtained THG is so efficient that it opens the 

doors for optical auto-correlation and cross-correlation applications. In particular, in this 

dissertation two THG applications are explored for organic thin films at 

telecommunication wavelengths: the characterization of very-short optical pulses and the 

time-gated imaging in highly scattering conditions. 

1.3. ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 

The THG studies in this dissertation are organized as follows: In chapter 2 an 

overview of the organic conjugated molecules and push-pull systems is presented as well 

as some of their nonlinear properties at the microscopic level. In chapter 3 an overview of 

nonlinear optics at macroscopic level is presented; this overview includes the deduction 
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of the basic equations that are useful to describe the THG process in organic thin films. 

Chapter 4 presents the theoretical bases for the two THG applications here explored: the 

characterization of short optical pulses and the time-gated imaging. In chapter 5 the 

experimental characterization about the push-pull chromophores doped into polymer 

films (measurement of the susceptibility of third order of such organic films, the 

THG conversion efficiency, the phase matching conditions for the frequency conversion, 

the optimum molecular concentrations and film thickness, etc) is presented. Chapter 6 

and chapter 7 present the results obtained from using the thin organic films in the two 

applications above mentioned, respectively. Finally, at the end of the dissertation an 

outlook for the THG in organics and its applications is presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NLO IN ORGANIC CONJUGATED MOLECULES 

2.1. 7t-B0NDS IN ORGANIC MOLECULES 

To understand the nonlinear response of a conjugated organic molecule or 

polymer it is useful to review the basics of the molecular orbitals and bonds formed in 

these kinds of materials which have a "backbone" of carbon atoms. Carbon atoms, with 

valence of 4, can form a covalent bond with four other atoms (a covalent bond is created 

when two atoms share a pair of electrons). The ability of carbon atoms to form four 

covalent bonds permits the construction of complex molecules such as chains, branches 

and cyclic structures[2.1]. Fig. 2.1 shows the structure of a simple molecule (methane) 

comprised of a carbon atom linked to four hydrogen atoms through four covalent bonds. 

It must be observed that to accommodate the geometry of the methane molecule, 

the carbon atomic orbitals modify themselves to become hybrid orbitals, this means that 

to attain a tetrahedral arrangement the carbon undergoes sp' hybridization; one 2s orbital 

and three 2p orbitals become four sp^ hybrid orbitals. Note that the total number of 

orbitals is conserved, but the orientation and energy of the orbitals have changed to form 

an energetically more favorable structure. In the case of methane, we observe a strong 

head-on overlap between the sp^ hybrid orbitals of carbon and s orbitals of hydrogen. 
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Figure 2.1. Methane molecule. One orbital 2s and three 2p orbitals in the carbon atom 
modify themselves to form an energetically more favorable structure when they make 

covalent bonds with the hydrogen atoms. 

Another kmd of hybridization is also possible. Let us consider, for instance, the 

case of ethylene molecule having four hydrogen atoms and two carbon atoms. In this 

case, each carbon undergoes sp^ hybridization: one 2s orbital and two of the 2p orbitals 

hybridize to form three sp^ hybrid orbitals while one p-orbital of each carbon remains 

unhybridized (see Figure 2.2). As a result, the two carbon atoms in the ethylene molecule 

bond each other by the head-on overlapping of two sp orbitals and by the side-to-side 

overlapping of two unhybridized p-orbitals. The first kind of these bonds is called sigma 

bond (cr bond) and the second is called pi bond {n bond) and they are characterized by 

the fact that cr is a strong bond while is a weak bond. The formation of n bonds in 
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organic materials has important consequences in terms of the electrical and optical 

properties that those materials can exhibit. For instance, in conjugated polymers and 

molecules (characterized by having a chain of bonded carbon atoms with alternate single 

and double covalent bonds), the electrons forming the TV bonds tend to be delocalized 

along the molecular stmcture, which is translated in good electrical conductivity or large 

optical nonlinearities. This is the property of the n-conjugated systems that has attracted 

the attention of many researchers due to the potential technological applications. 

Bhylene 
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Figure 2.2. Ethylene molecule. In each carbon atom of the ethylene molecule one orbital 
2s and two 2p orbitals hybridize themselves to form covalent bonds with four hydrogen 

atoms. 
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2.2. MICROSCOPIC NONLINEARITY IN PUSH-PULL SYSTEMS 

The 7T electrons, described above, are responsible (among other useful materials 

properties) of the high optical nonlinearities exhibited by conjugated molecules and 

polymers. The study of nonlinearities exhibited by conjugated organic materials at 

molecular level permits us the use of molecular engineering to optimize the nonlinear 

response of such molecules embedded in macroscopic structures. Let us briefly review 

some basic ideas about this issue. For example, in general, we can consider that under the 

influence of an electric field the polarizationpi of a molecule is given by: 

P i  = ^ i  +  . . .  ( 2 . 1 )  
./ j y k  

where Ej, Ek, and Ei denote the electric field components {i,j, k, I are subscripts referring 

to the component coordinates expressed in the frame of the molecule). In this expression 

//, is the permanent dipole moment, while ay, Pyk and ytjki are second-, third- and fourth 

rank tensors, respectively. The tensor atj accounts for the linear response of the molecule 

(linear absorption and dispersion properties), while Pyk and yyu account for the nonlinear 

response and are named as first hyperpolarizability and second hyperpolarizability, which 

are analogous to the electrical susceptibility tensors xfk Xyw that define second-

order and third-order nonlinear properties of matter at macroscopic level. The 

macroscopic values of the susceptibilities can be calculated from the microscopic values 

of the hyperpolarizabilities by means of statistical methods. 
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A very important example of how the ;T-bonds are helpful to develop optical 

nonlinearities is given by push-pull molecules. These kind of systems are comprised of 

two groups with different electronic affinity connected by of a ;T-conjugated bridge (Fig. 

2.3 illustrates an electron donor group (D) cormected to an electron acceptor (A) group by 

means of the ;T-conjugated bridge). Accordingly, the push-pull molecules have a 

permanent dipole moment //,, On the other hand, under the influence of an external 

electric field there is charge flow tendency toward the acceptor (when the field direction 

points from A to D); dissimilarly, the charge flow tends to be less favorable when the 

field points in the opposite direction. This asymmetry in the molecular response to the 

electric field induces large values for the first hyperpolarizability /? (assuming one-

dimensional molecular response) whose magnitude can be understood in base of a simple 

two-level model [2.2] that describes the contribution of the charge-transfer to the first 

hypeipolarizability. Within this model it is possible to predict the value of p in terms of 

Figure 2.3 Push-pull molecule. D and A denote electron donor and electron acceptor 
groups, respectively. The K-conjugated bridge is characterized by having a chain of 

bonded atoms with alternate single and double covalent bonds. 

TT-conjugated bridge 

molecular properties such as the difference in the dipole moment between ground-state 

and excited-state, the transition dipole moment between the ground state and the charge-
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transfer excited state, as well as the frequency of the optical transition. Much effort has 

been concentrated in the optimization of push-pull structures applied to materials with 

high second order nonlinearities, so the engineering for enliancing the first 

hyj^erjoolarizability P is relatively well known. On the contrary, there is still the need of 

more advanced knowledge about the structural properties that optimize the molecular 

hyperpolarizability y, though some progresses have been reported for specific molecules 

[2.3-2.6,1.34,1.35]. A deep analysis of the factors that enhance the molecular 

nonlinearities, in particular y, is beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, few 

general guidelines can be mentioned about how push-pull systems are appropriate 

candidates for THG. For this we use a model that was formulated within the approach 

called sum-over-states which has its basis in the perturbation theory[2.7]. In this approach 

the expressions for the hyperpolarizabilities are given in terms of infinite sums (over 

various excited states), such that the second hyperpolarizability y for the case of third-

harmonic generation in a two level system is[1.34]; 

(A//) //, 
y{-^(o,(o,G),a))<x: ^-5 (2.2) 

(Q-fi>)(Q-20)(Q-30) 

In this expression the ground state and the excited state are denoted as g  and n \ ,  

respectively. is the transition dipole moment given by , zl// is the 

change in the static electric dipole moment of the chromophore upon excitation while Q 

is the frequency corresponding to the energy difference between the ground state g and 
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excited state n\ . It follows from Eq. (2.2) that to obtain efficient THG, first of all, one 

needs a molecule with large /1/z; it is also noted that the THG process can be enhanced 

by one, two and three photon resonances. Then, as we can see, in push-pull systems the 

cubic nonlinearities are large because they have large transition dipole moments and a 

large change in the electric dipole moment upon excitation[2.7]. Such a large dipole 

change is caused by the strong intramolecular charge transfer in the excited state due to 

the presence of the donor-acceptor end groups and efficient charge delocalization along 

the Tc-conjugated bridge between them[2.8]. 

The design of a NLO chromophore with large 7 is a requisite for observation of 

efficient THG but it is not the only one. Another requisite is related to its linear 

properties. For instance, it is important to assure a small absorption at the third harmonic 

wavelength and a proper dispersion for a sample built in base of the nonlinear 

chromophore. The push-pull chromophores studied in these dissertation are well suitable 

for this puipose, since as it will be demonstrated in subsequent chapters, they exhibit a 

sharp absorption peak (~ 670 nm) in the red-IR part of the spectrum, moderate absorption 

at shorter wavelengths within the visible spectrum and transparency at longer 

wavelengths (telecommunication range). Thus, fast electronic nonlinearilties {e.g., THG) 

are observed by pumping the material at telecommunication wavelengths, at the time that 

the moderate absorption at short wavelengths within the visible spectrum reduces THG 

attenuation. Finally, the absorption resonance is useful, in one hand, to provide 

anomalous dispersion at the THG wavelengths (which is useful as a phase-matching 

mechanism) and in the other hand to enhance the THG by two-photon resonance. 
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CHAPTER 3 

REVIEW OF NLO AND THIRD-HARMONIC GENERATION 

This chapter presents a review of the equations that describe the third-harmonic 

generation (THG) as an effect that arises from the propagation of hght through a medium. 

We pursue to evaluate the THG by first describing the process in general manner by 

using the Maxwell equations and subsequently we proceed with particular details such as 

the THG with a single laser beam configuration (collinear THG) and with two laser 

beams (noncollinear THG). The material of this chapter is used as a theoretical basis for 

the characterization of the THG exhibited by polymer films doped with push-pull 

chromophores (presented in chapter 5). 

3.1. TIME AND FREQUENCY REPRESENTATION OF OPTICAL WAVES 

Any electromagnetic wave can be fully described in terms of its electric field. In 

this work a semi-classical approach is followed to describe electromagnetic waves, so in 

the process of explaining the interaction of light with matter we use the Maxwell's 

equations in combination with a complex representation of the electric field. Then, we 

start assuming that the time-space field dependence can be expressed by the function 

E { r , t ) ,  such that in the frequency domain the complex spectrum of the field 

strength £'(r,Q) is given by the Fourier transform: 
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(3.1) 

Of course, the electric field E { r , t )  is a real quantity, so it follows from Eq. (3.1) that: 

where the star superscript means the complex conjugate. The real electric field function 

in turn is expressed as an inverse Fourier transform of its complex spectrum: 

Let us now consider the case of a quasimonochromatic electromagnetic wave for which 

the field strengths £'(r,n) and E (r,Q) are significant only within a small interval Ai7 

of frequencies around Q = co. In practice, for this particular case concerning a 

quasimonochromatic wave, it is more useful to write the electric field given by Eq. (3.3) 

in the following way[3.1]: 

— 

E{r,-Q) = E (r,n) (3.2) 

CO 

(3.3) 
0 

E{r,t) = -[S(r,a))e"^ +c.c.] 
2 

(3.4) 
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For the calculation made in subsequent sections it is very convenient to represent the 

spatial dependence of the field as a plane wave such that: 

= (3.5) 

where k { a } )  is the wavevector at the carrier firequency a>. 

3.2. MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS 

The propagation of light through a medium is described by Maxwell 

equations[3.2]: 

W » D ( r , t )  =  p  (3.6) 

= (3.7) 
at 

= / + (3.8) 
dt 

V»BCr,t) = Q (3-9) 

This set of equations, written in MKS units, involves the electric displacement vector D, 

the magnetic induction vector B , the electric field vector E and the magnetic intensity 

vector H. The / vector denotes the fi-ee current density, while juo and p are the magnetic 
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permeability and the free charge density, respectively. In brief, we can say that in this set 

of equations E and B are fundamental fields and their sources are both free charges and 

bond charges; on the other hand, the fields D and H are only associated to free charges 

and are defined in such a way that they include the macroscopic properties of the 

medium. These fields are related through the following constitutive relations: 

^ ^ . (3-10) 
D(r,0 = s^E{r,t) + P{r,t) 

Here P is the electric polarization vector. In addition we have a relationship between the 

free density current and the electric field given through the conductivity cr of the 

medium: 

J(r,0 = <rl(r,0 (312) 

In this work we study organic materials having basically null free charges, for this 

reason, in our Maxwell's equations p and J are equal to zero. However, under the 

influence of an electric field the bound charges in these materials can displace from its 

equilibrium position to form microscopic dipole moments. The number of these induced 

dipole moments per unit of volume is the electric polarization vector P that appears in 
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one of the constitutive equations. (As discussed in chapter 2, in the case of organic 

materials large polarization can take place due to the Tr-conjugation properties). 

Now we write the wave equation that result of manipulating Eq. (3.6)-(3.11): 

The left-hand side of this equation is associated with a traveling oscillation, in this 

case the oscillating electric field of an electromagnetic wave; this field polarizes the 

medium (inducing microscopic dipole moments) and in turn the polarization vector 

(right-hand side of the equation) acts as a source for the electric field. This is the manner 

by which the polarization determines the optical properties of the medium. 

3.3. OPTICAL NONLINEAR EFFECT OF THIRD ORDER 

When an electromagnetic wave involves a very intense electric field, as it's 

usually the case of a laser beam, the experimental observations say that such electric field 

creates a nonlinear response of the medium such that the polarization of the medium and 

the electric field relate each other by the following nonlinear relationship[3.3]: 

P,{t) = e, 
jkl 

(3.14) 
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Here i, j, k and I denote the Cartesian coordinates "x", "y" and "z". The tensors that 

appear in last equation are called electric susceptibilities (note that Eq. (3.14) was wrote 

assuming that the material response is instantaneous and independent of the electric field 

frequency. This is a very good approximation for the behavior of the THG materials 

under study in this work. For materials with finite response and with frequency 

dependence the polarization has to be written as the convolution in the time domain 

between the susceptibilities and the electric fields). The 2"'^ rank tensor has 9 

elements and is responsible for the description of linear effects (dispersion, absorption, 

etc.). The 3'^'' rank tensor x^ijk has 27 elements. This tensor accounts for the optical 

nonlinear effects of second order such as second harmonic generation (SHG). For the 

organic materials that we study here, with an isotropic structure and possessing inversion 

symmetry, all the 3'^'' rank tensor elements are equal to zero. The susceptibility of our 

main interest, however, ^ 4'*^ rank tensor having 81 elements. This is the tensor 

involved in the description of the third-harmonic generation (THG), as well as other 

nonlinear effects of third order such as optical Kerr effect, two photon absorption, EFISH 

(electric field-induced second harmonic generation), CARS and CSRD (coherent anti-

stokes and stokes Raman scattering), etc. The total number of nonzero elements of the 

tensor is greatly reduced in isotropic materials since for any system of reference 

used each of the coordinate axes must be equivalent. We don't expect, for example, that a 

field applied in "x" direction will produce a material response in "y" direction, actually 

there is no reason why this response should be in "y" direction rather than in "-y" 
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direction. For this reason, the only nonzero tensor elements are those with the Cartesian 

subscripts ("x", "y" or "z") repeated an even number of times, as the following list 

shows: 

yO) 
^ XXXX 

_ y(3) 
^ yyyy 

II 

y(3) 
^ xxyy 

_ y(3) 
A yyxx 

_ y(3) 
^ yyzz 

= 
A^zzyy 

_ y(3) 
^ zvcx 

ri 
g

 

N
 

II 

y(3) 
^ xyxy ^ yxyx 

II - y(3) 
A^zyzy 

_ y<3) 
X xzxz 

_ y(3) 
X ZXZX 

y(3) 
^ xyyx 

- y(3) 
^ yxxy 

_ y(3) 
^ xzzx 

= 
^ zxxz ^ yzzy 

_ y(3) 
'^zyyz 

These nonzero tensor elements are not independent each other. For the case of THG there 

is only one independent element: 

y(3) =3y(3) =3y(3> = 3 
^xxxx ^xxyy "^^xyxy ^xyyx 

In our analysis of THG we will consider only one of this terms, e.g., , this is 

because in all the experimental configurations that we implement (in the present 

dissertation), the fields are linearly polarized along the same Cartesian component, so 

hereafter the tensors subscripts are omitted and the vectorial notation for the electric 

fields is eliminated. 

Let's now analyze the polarization that leads to THG for the general four wave 

mixing process[3.4] shown in figure 3.1, assuming that the three fields impinging into the 

nonlinear material have the form of a plane wave (Eq. (3.4)-(3.5)). When the respective 

expressions of three mixing plane waves (denoted with subscripts A, B and C, 
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respectively) are inserted into Eq. (3.14), many polarization terms appear but here we 

only keep the polarization term that leads to the third-harmonic: 

Here we assumed that the process takes place in the undepleted regime, that is, the 

amplitude of the fields with optical frequency co is not depleted as they mix into the 

medium to produce the frequency 3co (this fact is emphasized by writing the amplitude of 

each mixing field as a constant such that 8(r,0)) = &^(0)e 

notation we keep the fundamental frequency value as a subscript in order to differentiate 

such field amplitude from the third-harmonic field amplitude). 

O 
-i{kA(a>)+kB{a))+kc{a>))»r^ ^ (3.15) 

&Ar,0)) CD 

(3) fi(r,3®) (D 
> At 

m 

Figure 3.1. General representation of third-harmonic generation that arises from the 
mixing of three waves offrequency co into a nonlinear medium characterized by The 

corresponding energy level diagram for THG is also shown. 
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On the other hand, following the same approach used to represent an electric field in Eq. 

(3.4), we can now write a similar expression for the polarization field at 3co. It must be 

pointed out, however, that this polarization must include both a linear and a nonlinear 

contribution part: 

= +-^'^"^'(^30)^'"^ +c.c. (3.16) 
2 '2/ 

By comparing Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.16) it follows that the form of the nonlinear 

polarization is: 

4 

3.4. THIRD-HARMONIC GENERATION AND PROPAGATION 

Once we have recognized that a nonlinear polarization at 3 co can arise from the 

mixing of three waves of frequency co, we proceed to evaluate how the third-harmonic 

propagates, as a wave, along the nonlinear medium. To do this task we insert the complex 

representation of the electric field (given by Eqs. (3.4)-(3.5)) and polarization (given by 

Eq. (3.16)) of the harmonic wave into the wave equation (Eq. (3.13)), so obviating the 

complex conjugate of each quantity we have: 
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W'&(j,3a))e'"" -e,ju,-^6(r,3(D)e'"^ = +r^^'\r,3(o)e''A (3. 
dt dt 

Perforaiing the temporal derivatives in latter equation and inserting into it the linear 

polarization term we find: 

V^6(r,3®) + 9® Vo//o£(r,3fi)) = + (3.19) 

Further simplification is achieved if we consider that the wavevector for the third-

harmonic is; 

A(3®) = —Vl + Z''' (3.20) 

therefore the wave equation becomes: 

V'6(r,3ta) + k\3a})6(r,3a)) = -9a)'fi,P^^'^\r,3a}) (3.21) 

Now we are able to find an analytical solution to equation Eq. (3.21) when the 

nonlinear polarization P^'^^\r,3o)) is given by Eq. (3.17). The solution to this wave 

equation can be divided in two parts, a homogeneous and an inhomogeneous terms, 

respectively: 
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6(r,3(2)) = Ce (3.22) 

The homogeneous solution is a free running wave, with amplitude C and a propagation 

wavevector corresponding to the frequency 3co. On the other hand, the inhomogeneous 

solution is also a plane wave with amplitude D, in this case, however, its wavevector is 

determined by the geometrical configuration of the THG process. This wave is referred as 

a bound wave. To determine the amplitude of the free and bound waves we insert Eq. 

(3.22) into Eq. (3.21) so that; 

As this equality must be valid for any value of the position vector r we conclude that; 

(3.23) 

k b  —  k k s i p ) )  k c i o ) )  (3.24) 

and similarly; 

k\'i(0)-kl{(o) 

(3.25) 
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As the initial amphtude of the third-harmonic field is zero, we apply the boundary 

condition 6(0,3®) = 0 to find that C = -D, in consequence the solution we are looking 

for takes the form: 

£(r,30) = ^ , Y X . (3.26) 
\k\3(0)-klia))\ 

where we define the wavevector mismatch between the free and the bound waves as: 

Ak = k(3o))-kb(ci)) (3.27) 

Because of dispersion in the refractive indexes, the free wave and the bound wave will in 

general have different phase velocities (AA: ^ 0) and will interfere constructively or 

destructively in different parts of the nonlinear medium[3.4]. 

3.5. COLLINEAR THG 

Let us consider the case where a single beam pumps a nonlinear medium to 

produce the third-harmonic. Figure 3.2 shows a vectorial picture for the single-beam 

THG configuration. In this one dimensional problem, the wavevector for the bound wave 

is simply = 3k((D), hence the wavevector mismatch in Eq. (3.27) is transformed into: 
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Ak = ki3a))-3k(a)) (3.28) 

On the other hand, we know that complex refractive index and the complex wavevector 

have the following relationship: 

k ffi 
k{a)) = ̂  = —n{a)) (3.29) 

3 c 

while for the case of the free running THG wave we have: 

ft(30) = —R(3ffl) 
c 

Taking this into account, it follows from Eq. (3.26) that the amplitude of the third-

harmonic generated in a nonlinear medium of thickness L is expressed as: 

fi(L,3®) = -r —,(i (3 31) 
4]n\3(o)-n\a))y ^ ^ 
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NL medium 

a) &{r,(o) S{r,3(0) oc £'(#•,©) 

b) fc(ffl) k{a)) k(<D) 

c) A:(3ffl) 

> 
3A:(ffl) 

Figure 3.2 a) Single beam collinear THG configuration, b) and c) wavevector diagrams 
for the THG process with a negative wavevector mismatch Ak. 

It results illustrative to see how the amplitude of the field expressed in last equation is 

transformed for the case of a nonlinear medium with null absorption at both the 

fundamental wavelength co and the third-harmonic Ico. In such a case the wavevectors 

and refractive indexes are pure real quantities. The squared amplitude of Eq. (3.31) is: 

(3.32) 
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where we have used the approximation «2«(3®)[n(30)-n(fi))]. 

Applying a basic trigonometric identity and by utilizing the definitions given in Eqs. 

(3.29)-(3.30) we have: 

£(I,3®) = 
9(0' 

64cn^(3o) 
' 2 2 L sine 

( AkL 
(3.33) 

As the intensity of a beam is proportional to the absolute square value of the electric 

field, from Eq. (3.33) we realize that the THG intensity is proportional to the cubic power 

of the pump intensity. Except this fact, the rest of the terms in Eq. (3.33) resemble the 

terms appearing in the expression for second harmonic generation[3.3], that is, it includes 

a square dependence of the nonlinear medium thickness and the harmonic intensity is 

modulated by a sine functions whose argument AkL / 2 takes into account the phase-

mismatching effect. 

3.6. NONCOLLINEAR THG 

Another possible configuration for THG is that where two beams interact with 

each other to produce noncollinear THG beams. In this case, one of the beams, with 

electric field 6^{r,(o), interacts with another beam, with electric field £g(r,®), into a 

nonlinear medium as depicted in Figure 3.3. 
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a) 
6^{r,co) NL medium 

6g(r,a)) 

&(r,3a>) oc 

6(r,3(o)xS^(r,a>)6l{r,(D) 

Q^r,3a))xG^^{r,(0)8g(r,(D) 

£(#-,3ffl)oc£^(r,a>) 

b) {CO) 0 

a 

c) 

^k 

kA{<o) + lkB(a)) 

Figure 3.3. a) Noncollinear THG configuration for two laser beams. The THG fields are 
proportional to the input fields as indicated, b) and c) wavevector diagram for 

noncollinear THG process with a negative wavevector mismatch Ak. Note that b) and c) 
show only one of the two possible wavevector diagrams. Here 6 is the angle that the two 

beams form inside the nonlinear material. 

In this figure the two beams intersect along the thickness of the nonlinear medium 

forming an angle 6. The third-harmonic process, in this case, can be easily visualized by 

means of the vectorial picture shown in Fig. 3.3b. We first observe that each individual 

beam will produce a collinear THG beam, in accordance with our discussion in the 

previous section, but at the same time, another THG beam will emerge from the 

interaction of both beams, e.g., &(r,3a)) oc 8^(r,a))£l(r,a)). The same figure shows that 
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from the symmetry of the configuration a second noncolhnear THG beam would appear, 

e.g., . Let us focus our attention to the first of these noncolhnear THG 

beams whose wavevector for the bound wave is A:* = kA{(o) + 2kB{co). In such a case 

the wavevector mismatch in Eq. (3.27) is: 

As both fundamental beams see the same dispersion and absorption in the nonlinear 

material (both have the same optical frequency o)), then the complex wavevectors for 

both beam are equal, so that k(a)) = k^(a}) = kg{a)). hi addition, we know that the 

wavevector direction of the free running wave at 3 a) is parallel to the wavevector 

direction of the bound wave, therefore the wavevector mismatch in the coordinate system 

of Figure 3.3 is simply given by: 

Ak = k(3cD) -  kAid)) -  2kB((0) (3.34) 

Ak = k(3ct)) -  A:(0)V5 + 4cos^ (3.35) 

Of course we also have: 

w ^ kh (O , ^ k{(o) = I * = — n(fi)) 
V5 + 4cos^ c 

(3.36) 
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On the other hand, the angle a that forms each of the noncollinear THG beams with 

respect to the bisector of the angle between the pump beams is given by: 

a = tg' 
1 e 
—ts— 
3 ^ 2  

(3.37) 

Combining all these results it follows from Eq. (3.26) that the amplitude of the third-

harmonic generated in a nonlinear medium of thickness L, in the undepleted regime, is 

expressed as: 

fi(L,30) = 
1 

n\3(D)-
f 5 + 4cos0^ I 9~ 

iAk 
J ^ cosa 

-ik(3a))-

(3.38) 

This noncollinear THG, although in principle imposes some practical limitation due to 

the angle that the two fundamental beams form, it has the advantage that the wavevector 

mismatch can be reduced by changing the angle between such beams, as Eq. (3.35) 

suggests. This is particularly important for the THG conversion efficiency, since such 

nonlinear process takes place, in our case, in centrosymmetric materials (organic 

materials), so we don't have the chance of taking advantage of material birefringence, as 

it's the case of the second harmonic crystals. On the other hand, this configuration is 

desirable for certain application such as optical correlators as we will see in next 

chapters. 
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3.7. FIGURE OF MERIT FOR THG 

Once we have an analytical expression for the field of the THG, it is convenient to 

determine a figure of merit for the conversion efficiency of the nonlinear process. In very 

simplified way the Eq. (3.26) can be written as: 

= (3.39) 
4 

where the factor/is given by: 

C  V r  2 2  1  (3.40) 

—J 

Then, we define the figure of merit F for THG as the square absolute value of the product 

of the factor/and the nonlinear susceptibility of third order: 

F = /"f (3.41) 
2 

The figure of merit for THG depends, logically, of the magnitude of the nonlinear 

susceptibility given for the used material, but at the same time it depends on other linear 

characteristics of the material such as the exhibited dispersion and absorption. Similarly, 
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the figure of merit takes into account the geometrical issues as the directions of the 

wavevectors and the distance along the THG is taken place. All these parameters are 

accounted by the factor f. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SHORT OPTICAL PULSES: CHARACTERIZATION AND 
APPLICATION TO TIME-GATED IMAGING 

In chapter 3 we introduced the complex representation of an electromagnetic 

wave. For sake of simplicity in that chapter an expression for the third-harmonic was 

obtained for a monochromatic plane wave. However, as it was mentioned in the 

introduction of this dissertation, the nonlinear process we study results from the 

interaction of short pulses with organic films. We now present the main characteristics of 

short pulses, such as their mathematical representation, the methods to characterize them 

(e.g., how to measure its duration, its structure, phase, etc.). These topics are used to 

demonstrate that the thin films under study are suitable for short pulse characterization 

(chapter 6). In addition to the pulse characterization, in this chapter the basis of the time-

gated imaging technique are presented. It will be demonstrated that the organic material 

under study is also suitable for this kind of application (chapter 7). 

4.1. SHORT OPTICAL PULSES IN TIME DOMAIN 

Since in this chapter we are only concerned with the temporal dependence of an 

electromagnetic wave we obviate its spatial dependence. Following a similar notation to 

chapter 3, the temporal dependence an optical pulse is [4.1]: 
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=  + C . C . ]  (4.1) 

where S(t) is the field envelope while is the total temporal phase. To have a 

consistency with the treatment of chapter 3, we assume that the pulse has a carrier 

frequency co (see Fig. 4.1) such that Eq. (4.1) can be rewritten as: 

(4.2) 

In terms of short pulse characterization, the quantity &{t)e is very important and is 

referred as the complex field envelope. This is the quantity that researchers working in the 

area of short pulse generation try to retrieve by using different techniques. Subsequent 

sections in this chapter are devoted to explain how this can be done. 

Carrier 
frequency 

Rjise envelope 1 
Time 

Figure 4,1. Electric field envelope and instantaneous carrier frequency representation 
for a short optical pulse with Gaussian shape and positive chirp. 
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To continue with the description of a short pulse, we now define the instantaneous 

angular frequency as the derivative of the phase term in Eq. (4.2): 

(4-3) 
at 

In order to have a more pictorial description of short pulses it is customary to 

write the temporal phase dependence as a Taylor series expansion: 

(p{t) = (p,+ <p,t +  ̂ ^2^' + ̂  <p/ + ... (4.4) 
2 o 

The importance of these phase terms with linear or higher-order temporal dependence, is 

that they naturally arise when the short pulses interact with matter. For instance, the 

phase term of first order means a frequency shift but it is usually ignored since it has no 

mayor impact on pulse propagation. However, higher order terms have strong impact on 

short pulse propagation through matter, as in the case of glass which is a normal-

dispersive material (in the visible part of the spectrum) that imposes a positive frequency 

sweep or "chirp" on the pulse meaning that the blue frequency components tend to be 

delayed, as the pulse propagate in the glass, with respect to the red ones (see Fig. 4.1). 

This effect is explained by the second-order phase term in Eq. (4.4). It follows from Eq. 

(4.3) that for this phase term the instantaneous frequency has linear time 
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dependence, this is why the effect is called linear chirp. For the same reason a third-order 

phase induce a quadratic chirp, and so on for higher orders. 

To conclude this section we point out that the description here presented for a 

short pulse (Eq. (4.2)) corresponds to a quasi-monochromatic wave with carrier 

frequency co [4.1], Of course, a short pulse always have a finite bandwidth Ai7, then it 

must be emphasized the validity of our assumptions, that is, by writing Eq. (4.2) in this 

chapter and Eq. (3.4) in chapter 3, we assumed that A/2/ co « 1, but this inequality 

remains valid provided that the envelope and phase have small variations within an 

optical cycle (pulse of slowly varying envelope and phase). Mathematically such 

conditions can be stated as [4.2]; 

dt 
(4.5) 

4.2. SHORT OPTICAL PULSES IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN 

In the frequency domain the short pulse is given by: 

(4.6) 

Here £(Q),|£(n)| and ®(Q) are called the complex spectrum, the spectrum and the 

spectral phase, respectively. As the electric field E{t) is a real quantity, consequently the 
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complex spectrum in Eq. (4.6) has identical component in both positive and negative 

frequencies [4.3]. 

The spectral phase can also be given in terms of a Taylor series about the carrier 

frequency Q)\ 

According to the series given by Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.7) and the form of the field in both 

time domain (Eq. (4.2)) and frequency domain (Eq. (4.6)), we conclude that Oo = (p̂ ). 

These zero order phase is called the absolute phase of the field. On the other hand, the 

phase term is related to the group delay, that is, it quantifies how much the center of 

the pulse delays when travels in a medium with respect to a pulse that travels in 

vacuum[4.4]. In contrast, O2 is related to the frequency sweep effect or "chirp" as well as 

to a broadening effect. To visuahze this phenomenon let's consider a field with Gaussian 

temporal envelope, carrier frequency (o and without any structure in its temporal phase. 

From Eq. (4.2) we can represent this field as follows (ignoring the complex conjugate): 

0(Q) = Oo +-(n-0)^O^ +-(Q-fl))^03 +... 
2 6 

(4.7) 

where the phase coefficients are determined as: 

etc. (4.8) 
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here = Tp /(21n 2 f ^  where Tp is the pulse duration defined as the Full Width at the 

Half Maximum (FWHM) of the intensity pulse (the intensity pulse is proportional to 

1 |2 
\Ei„{t) \  ) .  Let's now assume that the pulse crosses a given medium. In the frequency 

domain we can write an expression for the pulse leaving the medium which is just the 

Fourier transform [4.3] of the Gaussian envelope given in Eq. (4.9) times a phase factor 

introduced by the medium and expressed as in Eq. (4.7): 

^„„,(Q) = Q^e-^'oin-a,)y ^4^0) 

Taking into account only the first three phase terms in Eq. (4.7) and applying the inverse 

Fourier transform to the last equation leads to the output field in the time domain: 

= (4.11) 

where 

(4.12) 
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We now can see how the pulse transforms after leaving the medium. The zero order term 

Oo is just, as we mentioned before, the absolute phase factor; the first order phase Oi is 

just a shift in time due to the group delay and is given by[4.5]: 

O, = dn{(D) 

da) c v „  
(4.13) 

where and v ^are the group refractive index and the group velocity, respectively, 

while n(a)) is the refractive index. More interesting, however, is the outcome due to the 

second-order phase O2, Firstly, we see that the pulse has become broadened in a way that 

its original pulsewidth Tp (FWHM) is stretched to the new value t^(out) given by: 

T^{0Ut) = T^ 1 + 
^4(ln 

(4.14) 

Secondly, a frequency sweep is introduced in the output pulse as is indicated by the 

imaginary part of Eq. (4.12). In other words, the spectral phase O2 is the group delay 

dispersion (GDD) or group velocity dispersion (GVD). For a given material with 

dispersion n((D) , the GVD at the central wavelength Ao is [4.5]: 
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o,= ^ dn((o) d^nico) 
2—^ + 0 ^ 

dco dca 

d^njX) 

2nc^ dX" 
(4.15) 

4.3. MEASUREMENT OF SHORT PULSES 

4.3.1. Intensity autocorrelation of second order in the time domain 

Ideally, an experimental characterization of a short-pulse source must lead to the 

knowledge of the electric field as is expressed in Eq. (4.1). However, because the 

available electronics for detection is rather slow compared with optical oscillations, at 

most we can aspire to make a direct measurement of the pulse intensity provided that we 

have a fast enough detector and accepting that in such way we will lose any information 

about the phase. This is actually the case for nanosecond pulses [4.1] or even for pulses 

of the order of 1 picosecond[4.6], however, this kind of direct monitoring of the 

instantaneous pulse intensity became totally useless with the introduction of the passive 

mode-locked technique[4.7-4.9] to generate subpicosecond pulses. Then, optical 

autocorrelation techniques with subpicosecond resolution were proposed. [4.10-4.14]. In 

general, the concept of these techniques can be seen as depicted in Figure 4.2: the optical 

pulse is split in two parts which, after traveling different optical paths, they recombine, 

with a temporal delay r of one respect the other, into a nonlinear medium. 
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Figure 4.2. Schematics for an optical autocorrelator aimed to estimate the duration of a 
short pulse. The product of the pulses is performed through a nonlinear medium. 

The overlapping (correlation) of the two pulses produce a new field that we can call 

signal field, e.g., for the case of a SHG crystal used as a nonlinear medium the signal 

field is, obviating some constants, = E(t)E{t - r). The pulse intensity of this 

signal field is: 

But once again in the subpicosecond regime any available electronics is too slow (slow 

detectors response) to follow the temporal evolution of the signal field, so, if we indent to 

measure that signal with a photo-detector we will obtained the following time-integrated 

intensity: 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 
—00 
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This signal is denoted as intensity autocorrelation in the time domain. As T can be easily 

controlled, a straightforward estimation of the pulse duration is obtained from the trace of 

I{T) VS T. Other techniques to obtain intensity correlation signals as Eq. (4.17) without 

involving SHG crystals had been also proposed. For instance, from the correlation of two 

pulses it's possible to observe two-photon fluorescence[4.15,4.16], multiphoton 

ionization [4.17], nonlinear photoelectric effect [4.18], two-photon absorption [4.19] and 

two-photon induced conductivity [4.20-4.24], The latter is a very interesting approach 

since the nonlinear medium works simultaneously as a detector. In all these cited 

examples based in the optical correlation given by Eq. (4.17), the technique is called 

intensity autocorrelation of second order since it employs the correlation of two identical 

pulse intensities. Mathematically it can be demonstrated that this kind of autocorrelation 

is always a symmetric function[4.3]. We can conclude then that the autocorrelation of 

second order only provides limited information about the pulse phase since an infinite of 

symmetric and asymmetric pulse with different phases and shapes would produce the 

same intensity autocorrelation trace[4.2,4.25]. In few words, the technique fails in 

providing information about pulse structure and phase and only gives a quote to the pulse 

duration. Despite its inherent limitations, the intensity autocorrelation is a widely used 

technique to monitor short-pulse systems and to estimate pulse duration, mainly SHG-

autocorrelations due to its high sensitivity. To make a quotation to the pulse duration, a 

particular pulse shape is assumed and the pulsewidth is calculated from the ratio between 

the FWHM (Full Width at the Half Maximum) of the autocorrelation trace and that of the 

pulse (see table I for the case of pulses with Gaussian shape). The information provided 
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by the autocorrelation trace is usually complemented with the pulse spectrum. In this 

way, the pulse time-duration- bandwidth product is a mark of the pulse structure. Table 

4.1 shows the time-bandwidth product for a Fourier transform-limited pulse with 

Gaussian shape. 

4.3.2. Intensity autocorrelation of higher order in the time domain 

Autocorrelation traces of higher order than two can be obtained in principle by 

using media capable of exhibiting high order nonlinearities. Following a similar 

reasoning to the one in subsection 4.3.1, the autocorrelation signal of order n-th can be 

generalized as; 

One advantage of higher order autocorrelations is that they tend to have the same profile 

than the pulse. For instance, for a well behaved pulse such as a Gaussian one, the term 

tends to be a delta function for very high nonlinearities (n ->«>) such that 

Eq. (4.18) would lead directly to the pulse intensity lit). Of course, this is just an 

idealization that is not possible to observe in practice, but higher order autocorrelators are 

always preferable. The first of the high order autocorrelation traces, the third-order 

intensity autocorrelation P{T) , was implemented in the late sixties by using tree-photon 

00 

(4.18) 
—oo 
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fluorescence [4.26] and third-harmonic generation [4.27] for the case of mode-locked 

neodymium glass lasers emitting picosecond pulses. With the same kind of laser system a 

5-th order autocorrelation trace I\T) was implemented by a cascade of nonlinear 

effects, e.g., combination of SHG and four-photon parametric mixing[4.28]. On the other 

hand, more recently high order techniques have been proposed for today's standard 

femtosecond-systems {e.g., TiiSapphire oscillators), which deliver lower energies per 

pulse than those systems used for the high order autocorrelations cited above. For 

instance, surface-third-harmonic autocorrelation were implemented using glass 

[1.30,4.29] and gold [4.30] as a nonlinear medium, respectively. Similarly, three-photon 

induced photoconductivity has been also proposed in semiconductors [4.31,4.32] (see 

Table 4.1 that cites the form of the third-order intensity autocorrelation trace for the case 

of a pulse with Gaussian shape). Of course, all these techniques can be hard to implement 

experimentally since nonlinear optical process of high order are limited by the available 

power. Nevertheless, these high-order autocorrelation have the advantages of 

discriminating pulse asymmetries and the elimination of SHG crystal and the phase-

matching problems associated with them. 
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Table 4.1 Intensity autocorrelation traces of second and third order for a Fourier limited pulse with 

Gaussian shape. Here the pulsewidth of the intensity pulse (^p) and the autocorrelation duration 

() are defined at the FWHM. 

Pulse intensity Squared Pulse duration- Intensity Ratio 

Spectrum bandwidth autocorrelation 

£'(0 .E(Q)' product trace 

/"(r) 

0.441 

l\T) = e 

42 

4.3.3. Interferometric autocorrelation 

In the intensity autocorrelators described above we were only interested in the 

signal beam that results from the interaction of two pulses. With a different approach, an 

autocorrelator can be implemented in such a way that the signal field created by the 

correlation of the two pulses interacts coherently with the fields created by each 

individual pulse. Let us consider, for instance, that a nonlinear medium is placed at the 

output of a Michelson interferometer. The autocorrelator signal of order n-th is: 

—00 

(4.19) 
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As expected, the autocorrelation trace is this case consists of interference fringes as 

depicted in figure 4.3. This technique receives the name of interferometric 

autocorrelation (the subindex lAC, interferometric autocorrelation, denotes this fact). 

The first interferometric autocorrelations were made using SHG-crystals [4.33,4.34]. In 

contrast to the intensity autocorrelator the interferometric autocorrelator is sensitive to the 

pulse phase, hence this kind of autocorrelation can detect the presence of phase 

modulation as in the case of linear chirp[4.33,4.35]. In some cases, it can even be used to 

retrieve the pulse shape and phase by fitting procedures [4.36-4.37], Besides the use of 

SHG-crystals, second-order interferometric autocorrelation has been implemented by 

surface-SHG on gold[4.30], two-photon conductivity in GaN photodiode[4.31] and two-

photon fluorescence [4.38], On the other hand, third-order autocorrelation traces have 

also been reported by using surface-third-harmonic generation in glass[ 1.30,4.29] and 

gold [4.30] and three-photon-absorption conductivity in GaAsP[4.33]. The characteristics 

of this kind of autocorrelation are: no-free background traces and peak-to-background 

signal ratio for second and third order traces of 8 and 32, respectively. Experimentally the 

verification of these ratios can help to check the autocorrelator alignment or detect any 

phase modulation in the pulse[4.34]. For these reasons it is evident the advantages of the 

interferometric autocorrelation with respect its counterpart, the intensity autocorrelator. 

In chapter 6 we will present the implementation of an autocorrelator of this type 

based in third-harmonic generation exhibited by our organic thin films. We conclude this 

section saying that despite its extensive use as a method to monitor short pulses, 

interferometric autocorrelation has not proved to be completely useful for full pulse 
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characterization, e.g., to unequivocally retrieve pulse shape and phase. In the next 

section, a more powerful technique for this purpose is described and in chapter 6 we 

describe how it can be implemented with our organic samples. 

Eit-x) 

m 

Figure 4.3. Schematics for an interferometric autocorrelator. 

4.4. PHASE AND SHAPE PULSE RETRIEVAL 

We have already discussed different ways to estimate the duration of a short pulse 

assuming arbitrarily that we know the pulse shape. However, the retrieval of the 

amplitude and phase of the wave field is a crucial diagnostic not only for generation of 

short pulses itself, but is becoming very important for application in fields such as 

physics, chemistry, biology, etc.[4.2], Recently many methods have been proposed and 

developed to fully characterize femtosecond pulses. For example, one of those methods is 

the Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating FROG (FROG)[4.39] which is based on an 

iterative algorithm that makes the phase retrieval from experimental measurements in the 
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time-frequency domain. In a different approach, the method called Spectral Phase 

Interferometry For Direct Electric-Field Reconstruction (SPIDER)[4.40] is a noniterative 

phase retrieval technique based in measurements made exclusively in the frequency 

domain. These two examples have proved to work well[4.41] for many different 

pulsewidths, wavelengths, laser sources, etc, but many other techniques have been also 

proposed as variants or simplification of those techniques or for specific applications 

[4.42-4.47]. Among all these proposals perhaps FROG is the most extensively used. Our 

intention here is, then, to demonstrate that the novel nonlinear organic material studied in 

this dissertation is suitable for such kind of technique at the time that its use offers 

considerable advantages. To do this, in the following sections we first give an overview 

of the FROG fundamentals whereas chapter 6 presents some experimental results 

obtained using organic films. 

4.4.1. Frequency-resolved optical gating FROG 

Experimentally the Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating technique implies an 

apparatus consisting basically in an optical autocorrelator whose output is spectrally 

resolved. In this sense we can say that it works in the time-frequency hybrid domain. The 

experimental configuration in this case is just slightly different to the autocorrelators that 

work in the time domain (as those described previously in this chapter) since it only 

differentiates from the use of a spectrometer. Figure 4.4 shows schematically some of the 

possible FROG configurations corresponding to different nonlinear effects of second and 

third order although many others are possible [4.48-4.50]. In each of these cases the 
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Figure 4.4. Some of the possible FROG geometrical configurations. The nonlinear 
process are: a) second-harmonic generation (SHG-FROG), b) third-harmonic generation 

(THG-FROG), c) self-diffraction (SD-FROG) d) polarization-gate (PG-FROG), in this 
case one of the beams with horizontal polarization goes through two crossed polarizers P 
and Prespectively, while the other beam is polarized at 45 degrees with respect to the 

first one. Note that for b) and c) two possible signal fields exist. 

correlation of two pulses, one delayed with respect to the other by a time T , produces a 

signal field {t, r) as we already discussed in previous sections. The form of this 

signal varies according to the used nonlinear process and the geometrical configuration 

for the experiment as in shown in Figure 4.4. Therefore, by resolving spectrally the 

autocorrelator output we obtain a FROG signal given by: 
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(4.20) 

We now see that, despite the similarity in the experimental setups to perform 

pulsewidth measurements (by intensity or interferometric autocorrelation) and FROG, 

conceptually the approaches are quite different: in the first case the intensity versus delay 

is measured while the second case rather implies the measurement of the spectrum versus 

delay. 

From Eq. (4.20) we realize that apparently no phase information is provided by 

FROG (which is actually an amplitude signal trace) so that it would result impossible to 

retrieve any information about the complex electric field £'(Othat yields such trace. 

Despite this appearance, it has been proven that the trace actually contains enough 

information about the electric field such that its phase and shape can be retrieved[4.39]. 

The aim of FROG is, then, to retrieve the complex electric field E{t) that yields the trace 

given by Eq. (4.20). To do that, an iterative algorithm is employed. 

4.4.2. Existence of solution to the phase retrieval problem 

The way the electric field E{t) is obtained irom a FROG trace has its theoretical 

basis in the two-dimensional phase-retrieval problem[A.5\,A.S2'\. This phase retrieval 

problem is found, for example, in the area of imaging[4.53,4.54], and it was introduced 

successfully to the case of short optical pulse characterization by Trebino et. 
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a/.[4.55,4.56]. Although not intuitive, this kind of two-dimensional phase retrieval 

problem has enough information to retrieve a unique solution [4.59-4.61]. This contrasts 

with the one-dimensional phase retrieval problem where no unique solution 

exists[4.2,4.25]. To visualize why the field can be retrieved from a FROG trace, we can 

start realizing that if the functional form of the signal field {t, r) is known, then the 

field E { t )  can be almost deduced straightforwardly. For instance, in the case of THG the 

signal field is given by = E( T )E\ T - T )  , so, if we consider the case where 

T = t it yields =  t )  =  E ( t ) E \ 0 ) ,  which is the field we are looking for 

multiplied by an irrelevant constant. Hence the desired quantity to be evaluated in the 

iterative FROG algorithms is the functional form of the signal field, because once it is 

found, the field can be known. 

On the other hand, the FROG trace can be rewritten properly as the two-

dimensional phase-retrieval problem. Note that the signal field (f, r) can be 

expressed Uke the Fourier transform of another quantity [4.47] denoted as { t ,  Q ) ,  

or in other words: 

00 

E.^.At,r)= /£„.,((, £l)e-'"'rf£l (4.21) 
—QO 

thus the FROG trace in Eq. (4.20) takes the form: 
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(4.22) 

Put it in this way, the FROG trace is the squared magnitude of the two-dimensional 

Fourier transform . As such trace already provides us with the magnitude of 

quantity (^, Q), the two-dimensional phase-retrieval problem is reduced to 

basically find the phase of that quantity. 

4.4.3. FROG algorithm 

We pursue to demonstrate that the THG exhibited by the organic dye under study can be 

employed as a material for full short pulse characterization. In order to retrieve the 

complex field E{t) of a short pulse that yields a FROG trace such as in Eq. 

(4.20), different algorithms can be implemented. The detail description of all these 

methods goes beyond the objectives of this dissertation. As illustration, however, here we 

only briefly describe a method called Generalized Projections (GP) [4.60] which has 

been proved to be effective in retrieving the complex field of practically any short pulse. 

As a matter of fact, to retrieve the complex field from the THG-FROG traces obtained 

using our organic thin films, we used a commercially available software that works in 

base of this algorithm (such software, actually, is able to run with other algorithms and 

switch from one method to another in case of no convergence or truncation, but for our 

experimental data the GP quickly converges in such software). This algorithm is basically 
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Figure 4.5. Flowchart for the phase-retrieval algorithm based in General Projections. 

a series of iterative Fourier transformations as it is schematized in Figure 4.5. The 

algorithm starts when an arbitrary complex electric field E{t) is assumed and the 

corresponding signal field is calculated. Then, the signal field is Fourier 

transformed to respect to the time variable such that the function is 

obtained. Alternatively, we also know that the square root of the intensity of the 

experimental FROG trace is the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the signal field. 

Hence, to get a first guess of the pulse phase an improved signal field (of,T) is 

written as; 
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signal (4.23) 

Since our original data FROG has not phase information explicitly, in this last step of the 

algorithm a first guess of the phase is done by keeping the phase of signal field 

EsignalEq. (4.23). Once the improved field signal is obtained, it is transformed 

back into the time domain by Fourier inverse transformation and then a new E{t) is 

obtained to make a second iteration. The whole process is then repeated. In this manner, 

after each iteration the algorithm is supposed to generate a complex electric field that 

tend to converge to the actual field which produces the experimental FROG trace. Note 

that Eq. (4.23) is more than just a simple attempt to retrieve the pulse phase, it is actually 

a data constraint imposed to the algorithm by the experimental results. On the other 

hand, Eq. (4.23) yields the smallest change in the signal field that is consistent with the 

FROG trace, and then it is called a generalized projection. 

Besides the data constraint mentioned above, the signal field has a mathematical-

form constraint that is imposed by the nonlinearity used in the FROG apparatus. This 

constraint is schematized in the figure 4.4 for different nonlinear effect, for instance, for 

the case of THG the mathematical-form constraint given is: 

(4.24) 
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(Note that alternatively we can choose the square of the term without delay). In order to 

perform a GP to the mathematical-form constraint we consider that the iteration k-\h has 

produced the pulse electric field the signal field in the time-delay domain 

•) and the Fourier transform of the latter quantity where t . ,  T .  

and are discrete data points with i = 1..iV. Li the GP algorithm it is pursued to find a 

new signal field as close as possible to the one generated in the ^-th 

iteration. For instance, in the THG-FROG case the difference between the two iterations 

can be written as: 

' (4,25) 

such that the algorithm works trying to minimize ZTHG- Here, of course, Z is a function of 

the /^parameters of the £'i*^a)(^,)with ti= such that the minimization takes place 

once that such field is found. Here the next iteration is carried out: a new 

signal field is calculated and the whole process is performed again. 

A quantity that measures the convergence of the algorithm must be defined. To do this, 

we use the experimental FROG trace and we compare it with the one that it would result 

from the field retrieved at the k-th iteration: 
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(4.26) 

where 0)1 and r,. are the i-th frequency and the j-th delay, respectively. Here 

is normalized to a peak of unity while // is a normalization constant for the 

retrieved 7*'^'. For the FROG algorithms, G is a guide of convergence and measures the 

quality of the retrieve field. 

4.4.4. Self-consistency check for FROG data: the marginals 

According to Belong et. al. [4.61] the consistency of FROG data can be evaluated 

by computing the frequency marginal, which for the case of THG is; 

The same marginal can be computed from the convolution of the pulse spectrum and the 

spectrum of its second harmonic: 

(4.27) 
—00 

MTHG ) • IsH (® - 2®o ) (4.28) 
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Note that the marginals given by Eqs. (4.27) and (4.28) can be evaluated independently in 

two different experiments, so if they are in agreements then we assure the consistency of 

the FROG data and the retrieved phase. When this is not the case, there is an indication 

that the FROG data was obtained with systematic experimental errors so that the 

retrieved phase is not valid. 

4.5. CROSS CORRELATION TIME-GATED IMAGING 

Previous sections in this chapter cover some fundamental concepts about short 

pulses. Special attention was given to the (auto)correlation of short pulses as a 

measurement technique. This section, on the other hand, presents a brief overview of the 

correlation of short pulses as a principle for imaging of an object immersed in highly 

scattering media. This specific apphcation of short pulses is then implemented by using 

the THG materials whose results are presented in chapter 7. 

It is well known that the image of an object immersed in (or located behind) a 

random-structure medium is degraded by the noise arising from scattered light. The 

treatment of the scattering process is rather complex. The most basic scattering problem 

is solved by Mie theory [4.62] which describes the ligth scattering produced by bodies 

with spherical shape. This theory predicts the strength of the scattering process in 

function of parameters like the wavelength and the refractive index and sizes of the 

particles. It is known, for example, that the scattering process is strong when the sphere 

radius is comparable with the wavelength of the ligth but it tends to disminish as the 

wavelength increases. Similarly, small spheres tend to scatter the ligth in all directions 
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while larger spheres tend to scatter the ligth in forward direction. Let us illustrate the 

effect of scattering on short light pulses by referring to Fig. 4.6a where a short pulse 

impinges on a semitrasparent object embedded in a scattering medium of thickness L. 

The light coming from the object and traveling in the scattering medium can be divided 

in two components, a coherent and an incoherent component. The photons of the 

coherent component (ballistic photons) propagate through the medium undeviated and 

carry the object information, whereas the photons of the incoherent component (diffuse 

photons) travel with random phases due to the multiple scattering paths that they follow. 

For this reason, if the pulse is temporally resolved after crossing the scattering media, it is 

observed that the pulse is stretched [4.63] in such a way that it is conformed by a peak on 

the leading edge (ballistic photons) followed by a broad distribution of scattered light. 

Then, in principle a reconstruction of the image of the object in such conditions will be 

possible if only the coherent photons are recollected. Of course, this idea of retrieving the 

information contained in the stretched short pulse is easily implemented by correlating 

the stretched pulse with a shorter (reference) pulse (this is not other thing that the 

correlation technique already discussed during the short pulse characterization sections). 

Different cross-correlation time-gated techniques, also named as ultrafast time-gated 

techniques, have been implemented to retrieve the information of objects in high 

scattering conditions, mainly aimed for medical diagnosis. 
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Figure 4.6. a) Short pulse impinging into an object immersed in a highly scattering 
medium, b) schematics for the retrieval of the coherent photons from an object 

embedded in highly scattering medium by using cross correlation time-gated technique. 

The principle of operation of the cross-correlation time gated imaging techniques 

are illustrated in Fig 4.6b. In this scheme a short pulse is split in two parts; one of these 

pulses goes through the scattering medium where the object of interest is embedded (or 
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located behind it). Thus, as a consequence of the scattering process this pulse is stretched. 

On the other hand, the second pulse works as a reference signal. Then the two pulses are 

recombined into a nonlinear medium so that by adjusting the temporal delay between 

them it is possible to retrieve only the coherent photons containing the object information 

(the ballistic component of the stretched pulse) at the time that all the photons with 

random phases (noise component of the stretched pulse) are rejected. All the reported 

time-gated methods work with this principle but differ in the nonlinear optical process 

used to performed the cross-correlation time-gating. Among the most common nonlinear 

effects used for the time gating are the second harmonic generation [4.64], optical Ken-

effect [4.65, 4.66], sum frequency [4.67-4.70], parametric amplification [4.71], 

photorefractivity [4.72] and Raman amplification [4.73]. All these reported experiments 

have their advantages and limitations. For instance, the highest sensitivity reported[4.64] 

corresponds to the 1-dimension imaging of an object embedded in a scattering medium 

by using object laser-scanning and SHG cross-correlation, but despite the high sensitivity 

this method is not a real-time imaging process (finite time is required to scan the object) 

and is limited to 1-dimension objects; on the other hand, for instance, Optical Ken-

techniques are suitable to perform 2D-imaging but are limited by restrictions on the 

polarization of the light; in the case of the techniques that employ nonlinear crystals for 

2D imaging, there is the advantage of efficient nonlinear process which allow high 

sensitivity, but there exist intrinsic restrictions associated with the use of those materials 

such as the considerations that must be taken for phase-matching, bandwidths and the 

aceptance angle that any crystal in particular has for the phase matching condition. The 
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phase matching is a very important parameter to be considered since these techniques 

imply the use of short pulses (wide bandwidths); similarly, the aceptance angle of the 

crystals is important because it defines the final imaging resolution (in an improper 

geometrical configuration the crystal can act as a lowpass filter so that it eliminates the 

high spatial frequency components in the spectrum of the object). 

It is in this context that in this disertation the use of THG is explored as an time-

gating imaging technique. Chapter 7 presents the imaging through scattering media using 

third-harmonic generation, hi that chapter the advantages of this approach compared with 

the results reported in the literature are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CHARACTERIZATION 0¥ PUSH-PULL CHROMOPHORE-
DOPED POLYMER FILMS 

5.1. SAMPLE PREPARATION 

This chapter presents the characterization of the push-pull chromophore-doped 

polymer films and the THG exhibited by them. Originally three chromophores were 

chosen for these studies. Figure 5.1 shows the chemical structures of these molecules; for 

simplicity, they are referred with the acronyms GLS, ZH and JM, respectively. 

GLS-n-113 

NC 

ZH-I-15 

JM-I-120 

Figure 5.1. Molecular structure of push-pull chromophores. For convenience acronyms 
are used to identify each one of them. 
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GLS, ZH and JM are comprised of electron donor groups (amino functional 

groups) and acceptor end-groups (associated with cyanos) connected by a Ti-electron 

conjugated bridge. According to the discussion in chapter 2, these molecular 

characteristics suggest large microscopic second hyperpolarizability y and consequently 

large macroscopic third-order nonlinear susceptibility which is at the origin of THG. 

To characterize these chromophores in the solid state we incorporated them into 

thin films. To control the molecular concentration, the films consisted of a polymer 

matrix doped with the chromophores. Because its inertness, transparency in the visible 

and the easy processability in solution, polystyrene (PS) was selected as a matrix. Films 

with different chromophore number densities were prepared by dissolving PS and the 

chromophores in chloroform at different weight proportions. Two different routes were 

followed to prepare thin and thick films. For thin films, the spin-coating technique was 

used; glass slides were used as substrates. This technique imposed a limit in the thickness 

of the films such that with this method it was possible to prepare samples thinner than 5 

|j.m. With this method the three molecules shown in Figure 5.1 were successfully 

incorporated into films of good optical quality. To make thicker films a second method 

was used: from the same precursor solutions used for spin-coating the solvent was 

quickly evaporated (using rotator-evaporation method), then the resulted solid material 

was recollected and put between two glass slides; a uniform film of the material was 

obtained by melting the solids between the glass slides. A hot plate at 170 °C was used to 

melt the composite PS-JM; in the case of the composites PS-ZH and PS-GLS the melting 

point was 220 °C. To control the thickness of the films, the glass slides were separated by 
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calibrated bids. Films in the range of 5 ~ 100 )j.m in thickness were obtained by'using this 

technique. Finally, the films were encapsulated by applying epoxy around the edges of 

the glass slides. Unfortunately, with this method only the composite PS-JM could be 

processed satisfactorily. For the other two composites, films of poor optical quality were 

obtained; as a matter of fact, a molecular degradation was observed as the film coloration 

changed dramatically with respect to the spin-coated ones. The reason why GLS and ZH 

molecules degraded with the melting process could be due limited thermal stability or to 

the presence of some impurities contained in the material. Nevertheless, for the JM films 

this molding method offers the advantage of isolating the film area from air and 

humidity. Spin-coated films degraded after a few months due to the direct exposure to air 

and humidity. In contrast, encapsulated JM melted films showed no appreciable 

degradation. 

The films prepared by spin-coating served primarily to measure the absorption 

spectrum of each molecule and dispersion properties. On the other hand, the films 

prepared by the melting process above described served to characterize the THG as a 

bulk effect. Since it was possible to fabricate thick films of good optical quality only for 

the case of JM molecule, in this dissertation the attention is focus just in such material. 

Note, however, that the three molecules exhibited THG when they are incorporated in 

spin-coated films. 
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5.2. ABSORPTION SPECTRUM AND DISPERSION 

Figure 5.2 shows the absorption spectra of push-pull chromophore-doped polymer 

films prepared by spin-coating technique. These spectra correspond to a PS-JM 

composite with weight percent proportions [wt. %] of 80:20 and 35:65, respectively. 

10 

8 Composite PS;JM 
80:20 wt. % 
35:65 wt. % 6 

4 
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0 

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
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Figure 5.2 Extinction coefficients for spin-coated polymer films containing the JM dye. 

The spectra were obtained by using a spectrophotometer (Varian, model-Cary 5G). As we 

can see in the figure, JM exhibits a strong resonance between 600 and 800 nm with the 

peak at 670 nm for 20 wt. % of chromophore concentration (PS is transparent for all the 
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shown wavelengths). On the other hand, in the range between 400 and 600 the absorption 

is moderate whereas for wavelengths longer than 900 rmi no detectable absorption is 

observed. By increasing the molecular concentration the absorption peak is blue shifted. 

For instance, at 65 wt. % of chromophore concentration the absorption peak is at 650 nm. 

It is interesting to note that the absorption coefficient around 530 nm does not scale with 

concentration. 

Because of the characteristics of their absorption spectra, these films are suitable 

for efficient third-harmonic generation. Note, for instance, that with fundamental 

wavelengths in the range of 1400 nm - 1800 nm, where the absorption is neghgible, the 

third harmonic falls in a region of moderate absorption (450 nm - 600 nm) (Figure 5.2 

depicts the frequencies of the fundamental and third harmonic). As it will be 

demonstrated later, efficient THG is the result of this film absorption characteristics in 

combination with the fact that push-pull chromophore possesses large polarizabilities. 

On the other hand, from the absorption spectra the dispersion of the push-pull-

doped polymer films can be calculated using the Kramers-Kronig relationships[5.1]: 

-co 

sXG)) = nlico)-n]{(o) 

e,(0) = 2n, («)«,. (o) 
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Figure 5.3. Calculated dispersion of the refractive index of spin-coated polymer films 
containing the JM dye. 
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here and e. are the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function respectively, 

that can be related to the real part and imaginary part n. of the refractive index. With 

the imaginary part of the refractive index n. =XalAn known from the absorption 

spectrum, equation 5.1 gives an integral equation for the real part «^that can be solved 

numerically. 

The application of Eq. (5.1) to the absorption spectra of Fig. 5.2 resulted in relative 

values for the dispersion curves. To adjust those curves to the actual values, the 
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refractive indexes of the films were measured in the transparent region by using the 

prism-film coupler technique[5.2]. A commercial prism-coupler device (Metricon, model 

2010) was employed to measure the films refractive index at 1550 nm. The good quality 

of the spin-coating films enable the coupling of at least three modes into the film 

(depending of film thickness) so that both film thickness and refractive index could be 

determined simultaneously. Figure 5.3 shows the calculated dispersion curves and Table 

5.1 summarizes some important characteristics of the films for the case when the 

fundamental wavelength is 1550 nm as well as for its third harmonic. To calculate the 

imaginary part of the wavevectors and the refractive indices, the relations = a / 2 and 

n .  =  X a !  A n  were used, respectively. 

Table 5.1. Values of the complex refractive indices and wavevectors for films with 20 and 65 wt. % of 
JM-chromophore loading. 

Aa,=1.55 |j.m, -^50=0.517 ^m PS;JM [80:20 wt.%] PS:JM [35:65 wt.%] 

tlriCO) 1.594 1.678 

nXSca) 1.549 1.530 

ni(a) 0 0 

ni(3(o) 0.01308 nm-' 0.0551 |im'' 

a((o) 0 0 

a(3(o) 0.318 |j,m"' 1.34 |j,m'' 

k  (co) 6.46 |j,m"' 6.805 |am'' 

A:(3co) 18.84 + i0.16|am"' 18.61 +i0.67 |am"' 
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5.3. THIRD-HARMONIC GENERATION IN PUSH-PULL CHROMOPHORE-DOPED 
POLYMER FILMS 

The intended approach to observe third-harmonic generation from the organic films 

described above is then to pump them at wavelengths ranging from 1.2 |a,m up to 1.9 |j,m 

so that the third harmonic production falls within the visible range of the spectrum (where 

absorption is the minimum) provided that a strong cubic nonlinearity takes place. To 

prove this fact a simple experimental setup was implemented. The setup is shown in 

Figure 5.4a: the pump source was a synchronously pumped optical parametric oscillator 

(OPAL, Spectra-Physics) of 300 mW tunable between 1400 nm and 1600 nm with pulses 

of ~ 95 fs and a repetition rate of 82 MHz. The pump beam was focused at normal 

incidence on the samples by using a lens of 4 cm focal length. Typical peak input 

intensity at the samples was estimated to be ~ 5 GW/cm . The THG output was collected 

by a second lens, separated from the fundamental by means of a prism, and detected by a 

calibrated photomultiplier tube. Figure 5.4b shows the strong THG exhibited by a 10-|im 

thick film (20 wt. % JM loading) when pumped at 1550 nm. The so obtained THG spot 

was observable by naked eyes in normal room illumination conditions. To the best of our 

knowledge, this kind of strong THG has not been reported before for any organic 

material [1.32,1.36,1.37,1.38,1.40,1.44,1.47,5.3,5.4] or in other amorphous materials like 

glasses [1.21,1.22] for the case of unamplified short pulses. 

To characterize the nonlinearity of our films we measured the THG power as a 

function of the pump power. Figure 5.5 shows the output power for a 10-|im thick film, 

clearly showing a cubic dependence with the pump power. Our OPO system provided us 
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Figure 5. 4. a) Experimental setup to characterize the THG exhibited by thin organic 
films, b) Photograph of the THG spot produced by 10-/um thickfilm with composition 

PS: JM [80:20 wt%] when pumped at the wavelength of 1550 nm. 
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with a maximum power (at the sample position) of 250 mW resulting in a maximum 

THG output power of 17 |j,W. An estimation of the magnitude of the third-order 

susceptibility of our films was made in the THG approximation described in the 

chapter 3. With no depletion of the fundamental and neglecting the reflection effects from 

the interface planes, the third-harmonic electric field amplitude is approximated by the 

Eq. (3.31). To calculate the field amplitudes from the measured powers we first calculate 

the pulse peak intensity (W/cm^) using the relationship[4.4]; 

/=^£oH^or (5-2) 

where fQ is the permittivity of free space, c the speed of light, n the refractive index and 

we assumed that the pulse has a Gaussian temporal shape as in Eq. (4.9). Then, by using 

the values of table 5.1, the measured powers shown in Fig 5.5 and by assuming a 

Gaussian spatial distribution of the pulse intensity, we estimate the electrical 

susceptibility values of = 0.82 x 10"'^ (m/V)^ (0.615 xlO"" esu) and = 2.51 x 

10"'^ (m/V)^ (1.88 xlO"" esu) for samples with 20 wt% and 65 wt% of JM loading, 

respectively, indicating roughly linear scaling of with concentration. These values are 

typical for highly nonlinear push-pull chromophores [2.8], 
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Figure 5.5 . THG power as a function of the input fundamental power in a lO-jum thick 
sample. Inset: spectrum of the third-harmonic signal. 

Note that the strong THG is a combination of this relatively large susceptibility 

and the relatively small absorption at the third harmonic wavelength. It is also important 

to note that the localization of the absorption resonance between the fundamental and 

third harmonic wavelengths (see Fig 5.2) helps to reduce the phase-mismatch. This 

anomalous dispersion scheme has been employed previously to phase-match the THG 

process in organic solutions [1.32,1.33]. From table 5.1 we see that for the collinear THG 

configuration there is a phase-mismatch of about M =. The unpleasant 

effect introduced by this phase-mismatch can be controlled by keeping thin films, as we 

will see later, but on the other hand it can also be reduced geometrically by using a 
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noncollinear THG configuration that reduces the wavevector difference as discussed in 

chapter 3 (see figure 3.3). In addition to this, it is also observed from Figure 5.2 that THG 

process might be partly two-photon resonance-enhanced because 2(0 (co being the 

fundamental frequency) is near the edge of the absorption peak. 

5.4. THG VERSUS SAMPLE THICKNESS IN COLLINEAR CONFIGURATION 

Eq. (3.31) indicates that the thickness of the film plays an important roll in the efficiency 

of the THG process. To characterize the thickness dependence of THG, samples of 

various thicknesses were tested in the setup shown in the figure 5.4 with pump power of 

23 mW at 1.55 )j,m wavelength. The samples were prepared according to the methods 

described in section 5.1. Figure 5.6 presents the exhibited THG output power for films 

with 20 wt. % of chromophore concentration. Here we observe that the maximum THG 

power is reached approximately for a 10-|j,m thick film. On the other hand, the THG 

predicted by Eq. (3.31) shows an optimum film thickness of about 5.1 |j,m. Note that to 

calculate the THG predicted by this equation we used the values of Table 5.1 which 

correspond to spincoated films, so this discrepancy (between experimental and theoretical 

prediction of the optimum film thickness) could be associated with the fact that thick 

samples exhibit different dispersion originated from the different fabrication processes, 

e.g., the melting process could have changed its properties or even produce a better 

quality films. Although the THG thickness dependence was not studied for films with 65 

wt. % of chromophore concentration, it is interesting to know what would be their 
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behavior. For this reason in Figure 5.6 the predicted THG power is also plotted for such 

case. We see that the optimal thickness for both concentrations is different because of the 

distinctive coherence lengths. Let's recall that the coherence length is defined (for non 

absorbing media) as the interaction length at which the THG power decays to the half of 

the maximum[3.4]: 

Again, based on the spin-coated film information summarized in table 5.1, the coherence 

length for THG process was estimated to be 5.8 )j.m and 1.7 |im for the films with the 20 

wt. % and 65 wt. % of JM, respectively. The coherence length also characterizes the 

oscillatory nature of the THG after the maximum power is reached. These oscillations 

(see Fig. 5.6) are followed by a region with nearly constant, but reduced output. Such 

asymptotic behavior can be explained by saying that for very thick films only the region 

close to the exit plane contributes to the THG output due to the re-absorption along the 

film thickness, e.g., the absorption depths (defined as the inverse of the absorption 

coefficient) at 3co are 3.1 fa,m and 0.75 |J.m for the mentioned concentrations, respectively. 
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Figure 5.6 .THG versus film thickness. Circles and continuous line denote experimental 
data and theoretical predictions for composites PS: JM [80:20 wtVo]. As reference, the 

prediction for a composite PS: JM [35:65 wt%] is also included (dashed line). 

The small difference between the maximum THG values, predicted for both 

concentrations, is partly due to the fact that absorption coefficient at 3® does not scale 

with concentration, as mentioned in section 5.2. However, we can see that for films 

thinner than 2 |j,m the THG increases more rapidly for 65 wt. % of JM concentration than 

for 20 wt. %, this is naturally explained by the fact that higher chromophore loadings in 

the films induce larger but this tendency is reverted once the limit imposed by the 

absorption depth is surpassed. If the peak values are similar, one would prefer low 

chromophore loading in general because it is easier to control the thickness of a dilute 
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material than a highly concentrated one, by the method specified earlier for making thick 

samples. 

5.5. NONCOLLINEAR THG IN PUSH-PULL CHROMOPHORE-DOPED POLYMER FILMS 

As we indicated in chapter 3, another way to generate the third harmonic from the 

film is by using a noncollinear configuration as in Fig. 3.3. To do this experimentally, the 

beam of our OPO system was divided in two parts and then recombined at certain angle 

into an organic film. In this case, bright noncollinear THG beams appear when the pulses 

that comprise both pump beams overlap temporally and spatially into the film. It was 

observed that these noncollinear THG beam are always more intense than the collinear 

ones produce in the same configuration. Fig. 5.7a depicts the noncollinear THG intensity 

predicted by the Eq. (3.38) as function of the angle formed by the two pump beams using 

as parameter the film thickness. Here the final production of THG is determined by the 

phase-mismatch Ak. This is more clearly perceived by plotting the values of Ak 

predicted by Eq. (3.35) as it is shown in Fig. 5.7b. A maximum value of THG is obtained 

for a minimum value of the phase-mismatch. The inset of figure 5.7b shows a picture of 

the four THG spots detected in the noncollinear configuration when the two pump beams 

impinge into a sample (20 wt. % of chromophore loading) with an internal angle of 24 

degrees. According to Eq. (3.35) the phase-mismatch, for this particular case, is 

Ak = -0.164 jum'^. We can compare this value of phase-mismatch with the one obtained 

for the collinear THG (AA =-0.54). The significant difference in brightness 
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Figure 5.7. a) Noncollinear THG intensity versus angle formed by the pump beams, b) 

angular dependence of the phase-mismatch. Inset: picture of the relative intensity of the 
four THG beams observed in a 24 degrees configuration. 
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between the collinear and noncollinear THG spots shown in the inset of Fig. 5.7b is then 

explained by a reduction of AA: in the case of the noncollinear geometry. We conclude 

that, compared with the collinear, the non-collinear THG could observe a significant 

reduction of the phase-mismatch, however, the presence of the residual absorption at the 

third harmonic introduces limits to the attainable intensity. 

On the other hand, the figure 5.7 also shows that THG increases continuously 

with sample between 10 |am and 100 |j,m thick, in contrast to the collinear case where the 

optimum thickness is 10 |im (see Fig 5.6). In practice, however, it's hard to implement 

such conditions since the angle formed by the beams imposes restriction on the good 

spatial overlap of the pulses. Nevertheless, the noncollinear THG spots are easily 

observable; because they fall in the visible range of the spectrum and because they are 

very bright, in normal room illumination condition it takes just few minutes of optical 

alignment to detect them. Indeed, as no specific film orientation is required (as in the case 

of SHG crystal where the ahgnment imphes to find the phase-matching angle), the 

alignment is reduced to find the spatial-temporal overlapping of the pulses. 

5.6. THG BANDWIDTH 

So far we have shown THG data for the case when the pump wavelength is 1550 

nm. It is expected, on the other hand, that the most efficient THG falls in the region of 

minimum absorption that is around 530 nm. With the OPO system used to characterize 

the samples it was possible to observe tunable THG for the range of pump wavelengths 
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provided by such system (1400 - 1600 nm). To extend the characterization of the JM 

chromophore to other wavelengths, the films where tested elsewhere[5.5]: 
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Figure 5.8 . THG intensity versus fundamental wavelength. Filled circles: 2.6-

/.im thick film with 20 wt. % of chromophore loading, open squares: 0.7 /.m-thick film 
with 65 wt % of chromophore loading. 

To check the THG bandwidth the fundamental wavelength was scanned by a BBO-OPO 

pumped by the third harmonic of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Spectron, SL802G). Fig 

5.8 shows the THG bandwidth obtained by taking the THG spectra of two samples (65 

and 20 wt%). Both samples show a broad peak around the absorption minimum. 

However, we could not observe any pronounced enhancement by the two-photon or 

three-photon resonance. This is partly due to the fact that the resonances lie outside the 
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spectral window of our measurement. However, the low absorption seems to be the 

dominant factor for efficient THG. The THG bandwidth was broad enough to cover the 

communication band, 1450 ~ 1800 nm. We can conclude saying that, as our THG process 

is not phase-matched, if a sample of optimal thickness (comparable to the coherence 

length) is used, one can expect a broad THG band around the absorption minimum at 530 

nm, which would be useful in many applications, as we will show in the following 

chapters. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SHORT PULSE CHARACTERIZATION USING PUSH-PULL 
CHROMOPHORE-DOPED POLYMER FILMS 

In chapter 4 the autocorrelation techniques were proposed as simple methods to 

estimate the duration of a short pulse. On the other hand, FROG technique was also 

briefly described as one of the most popular methods to fully characterize short pulses. It 

was mentioned in that chapter that both SHG-autocorrelation measurements and SHG-

FROG are very sensitive techniques due to the high conversion efficiency of some SHG-

crystals. However, the use of nonlinear crystals has some limitations. For instance, these 

techniques lead to symmetrical traces so that they do not provide information on the pulse 

asymmetry, leading to a time direction ambiguity. Furthermore, the second-harmonic 

signal is usually generated in thick crystals in a geometry that satisfies phase-matching 

conditions. Hence, the process is polarization sensitive and has limited wavelength 

tunability. To overcome these facts it was mentioned that higher-order autocorrelators 

have been recognized to be superior to second-order ones, however, their application has 

been restricted by the low sensitivity. 

In this chapter we present the short pulse characterization based on third-order 

autocorrelation that uses the microwatt-level THG signals produced by the thin polymer 

films doped with push-pull chromophores (whose characterization was presented in 

previous chapter). To do this, a simple measurement of the pulsewidth is first presented 

based on interferometric autocorrelation; secondly, the pulse phase is retrieved by using 
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THG-FROG. As it will be demonstrated, the use of our organic thin films as nonlinear 

media provides very high sensitivity. 

6.1. PULSEWIDTH MEASUREMENTS USING THG-INTERFEROMETRIC 

AUTOCORRELATION. 

The first application of the thin films under study was the measurement of the duration of 

short pulses emitted by the optical parametric oscillator system previously described in 

chapter 5. Then, an interferometric autocorrelator was implemented (see Figure 6.1). The 

experimental setup consisted in a standard Michelson interferometer in which the optical 

path difference between the two arms of this apparatus was modulated by a piezoelectric 

crystal (Lead Zirconate Titanate, PZT). To modulate the optical path difference, a 

sinusoidal function provided by a function generator was applied to the driver of the PZT. 

Special care was taken to insure linear autocorrelation traces, e.g., the sinusoidal function 

amplitude and frequency were chosen in such a way that the slope of such function could 

be approximated as a linear displacement of the PZT. On the other hand, the two co-

propagating beams at the output of the Michelson interferometer were focused onto an 

organic thin film with a 4 cm lens. The third-harmonic autocorrelation signal was 

collected by a second lens and then detected by a standard non-amplified silicon detector. 

The detected signal was displayed and recorded on a digital oscilloscope (Agilent, 

Infiniium 500 MHz). 
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Figure 6.1. Experimental setup for interferometric autocorrelation using polymer films 
doped with push-pull chromophores. 

Fig. 6.2a shows a real-time third-order interferometric autocorrelation trace using 

a 12-|im thick film with an input pump for the autocorrelator of 60 mW, which after 

Fresnel losses in the beam sphtter was reduced to 22 mW at the output (one of the beams 

having 10.3 mW and the other 11.8 mW). This trace was obtained by driving the PZT at 

0.5 Hz. By comparison purposes, Fig 6.2b shows a trace predicted theoretically for the 
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case of a pulse with Gaussian shape and 93 fs of duration. To plot this theoretical trace 

the procedure was as follows; for the case of THG the Eq. (4-19) is written as; 

J| [E,{t) + E,{t-T)] Ut (6.1) 

here we have introduced subscripts for the two fields to take into account the possibility 

of an unbalanced interferometer, e.g., a difference in the pulses amplitude introduced by 

the beam splitter. 

Equation 6.1 can be developed as (see appendix A for details): 

00 cx> CO 

^/Tc(^)= \l\t)dt + R^ \l\t-T)dt + \SR \l\t)I{t-T)dt + 
—00 —00 —00 

00 00 

15R^ jlit)l\t-T)clt + 20R"^ (6.2) 
—00 —00 

00 00 

6^1/2 + 

where we have denoted the intensities as follows; 

I { t )  =  I , { t )  =  R I ^ { t )  0 < i ? < l  

(6.3) 
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Figure 6.2. a) Interferometric autocorrelation trace of third order obtained by using 
polymer films doped with push-pull chromophores as nonlinear medium at the output of a 

Michelson interferometer, b) trace predicted for a Gaussian pulse. 
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Here it is assumed that at the output of the interferometer the correlating pulses are 

identical except perhaps in amplitude. For instance, for the particular experimental 

conditions described above we have R = 10.3m^ Ill.SmW « 0.87. Let us now assume 

pulses with Gaussian field envelope of width Tp and carrier frequency a : 

thus the autocorrelation trace takes the form (see appendix A for calculation details); 

Then, in plotting Fig. 6.2b the Eq. (6.5) has been used. On the other hand, the value of the 

parameter was found by fitting the upper and lower trace envelopes given by Eq. (6.5) 

to the maxima and minima peaks of the experimental trace, as it is shown in Fig 6.3. 

From this fitting it was obtained = 79 fs, therefore the pulsewidth of the intensity 

pulse (FWHM) is 93 fs (= r J l X n l ) .  

E ( t )  =  e  c o s o p ^  (6.4) 

W = (l + ̂ ') + 3(if + i?')[3 + 2cos2®„r]e ' + 

3 2 
2i?^'^[cos3ffloT + 9cos0or]e + 6(i?"^+i?®'^)[cos0oT]e 

(6.5) 
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Figure 6.3. Fitting of the minima and maxima points in the experimental 
autocorrelation trace to the upper and lower envelopes of a calculated trace assuming a 

Gaussian pulse shape. 

The value of the obtained pulsewidth indicates that the pulse is nearly Fourier transform-

limited. This can be deduced by computing the time-bandwidth product (TBP). As it was 

mentioned in chapter 4 the TBP is given by t^A v. Figure 6.4 shows the spectrum of the 

pulses at the input of the autocorrelator. As we can see, the spectral width of the incident 

pulses is 36 nm (FWHM), corresponding to a bandwidth of 4.49 THz, so that TBP « 

0.418. This value just differs by less than 10 % with respect to the value of 0.44 

corresponding to a perfect Fourier transform-limited pulse (see table 4.1). 
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Figure 6.4. Spectral intensity of the pulses incident at the input of the interferometric 
autocorrelator. 

On the other hand, the autocorrelation trace can be studied in the frequency 

domain. From Eq. (6.5) we see that the trace is composed of a constant term (background 

signal), an intensity autocorrelation term, and by oscillatory terms having as arguments 

the frequencies , 20^ and 7>(OQ , respectively. These frequencies correspond to the 

interferograms produced by the fields of the form£', and . Note, however, that 

these frequencies are related to parameter T , not t, so they are harmonics in the delay-

time domain. Indeed, the trace relates only to a single wavelength which is the THG 

produced by the organic film. Figure 6.5 shows the Fourier Transform of the 
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autocorrelation trace. As we can see, this figure clearly reveals the frequency components 

of the autocorrelation trace. 
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Figure 6.5. Fourier Transform of the third-order autocorrelation trace. Upper trace is 
the phase of the Fourier transform while lower trace is the normalized amplitude. 

The well-defined peaks in the Fourier spectrum of the interferometric autocorrelation are 

indicative of the good quality of the trace. Except for the magnitude of the zero frequency 

peak, which seems to be truncated, the rest of the peaks have the correct relative 

amplitude according to the factors of Eq. (6.5). On the other hand, the phase has 
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oscillations around zero but tends to be constant around the frequency values for which 

the amplitude is nonzero. 

Finally, the third-order interferometric trace was compared with second-order 

traces. To obtain this, the thin organic film was replaced by a 500-|im thick BBO (P-

Barium-Borate) crystal and the silicon photo-detector was replaced by a PMT 

(photomultiplier tube) detector. Figure 6.6 shows such second-order autocorrelation. 

Following a similar procedure that the one mentioned above for the case of third-order 

autocorrelation, in the case of second-order autocorrelation the trace is (see appendix A): 

1 , (6.6) 
-I-4/?[H—cos 

2 

Then, by using Eq. (6.6) for fitting purposes it was estimated an intensity pulsewidth 

of 94 fs assuming a Gaussian shape. This estimation is in very good agreement with the 

one obtained previously using the THG-thin film. 

It is illustrative to compare the plots in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.6. The THG trace 

is sharper and has smoother variation of the bottom envelope compare with the SHG 

case. Similarly, we see that THG trace has a higher peak-to-background ratio (32:1) 

compared with the SHG case (8:1). This is because the former case involves higher 

products of the electric field so the process is significantly more sensitive to the pulse 

shape as it was discussed in chapter 4. 
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Figure 6.6. Interferometric autocorrelation trace of second order obtained by using a 
BBO crystal. Inset: experimental data fitting assuming a Gaussian pulse shape. 

Although not demonstrated here because we implemented the experiments with 

well defined pulses {e.g., symmetric pulses), THG traces can discriminate for pulse 

asymmetries, which of course can not be done with SHG since it always provides 

symmetric traces and thus introduces a direction of time ambiguity. In addition, the THG 

approach has the advantage that it eliminates the need of high optical quality SHG 

crystals, which are expensive, delicate and very sensitive to phase-matching conditions. 

In conclusion, the autocorrelator we demonstrated combines low cost, portability, high 

sensitivity, and polarization insensitivity for short pulse characterization at 

telecommunications wavelengths (from 1.3 to 1.8 }j,m). 
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To conclude this section we evaluate our results in comparison with others. The 

autocorrelators based in surface-THG reported previously [1.30,4.29,4.30] are 

characterized by low sensitivity. As a matter of fact, they imply the use of tight beam 

focusing in the nonlinear medium and the use of detection techniques of high sensitivity. 

In contrast, the THG exhibited by our organic films is about three orders of magnitude 

more intense. Good competitors for the THG films are the photodiodes used as nonlinear 

media. Autocorrelation of second order and third order have been proved by two-photon 

and three-photon induced photoconductivity in semiconductors [4.20-4.24,4.31,4.32]. 

Although these approaches have the advantage of integrating in one module the nonlinear 

medium and the detector, it has the mayor drawback that is not suitable for full pulse 

characterization since the output of the autocorrelator can no be spectrally resolved by a 

direct method. On the contrary, this can be done easily with the output of an 

autocorrelator based in THG from thin organic films, but more important, its signal 

power is so intense that its spectrum can be measured with a low cost spectrometer such 

as a compact and portable fiber spectrometer. In next section the full pulse 

characterization using a portable fiber spectrometer, through a time-frequency domain 

technique (such as FROG [4.39]), is presented. 

6.2. PHASE RETRIEVAL BY USING THG-FROG. 

Frequency-resolved optical gating can now be implemented to retrieve the phase 

of the pulses. According to the principles discussed in chapter 4 the set-up for FROG can 

be easily implemented. Figure 6.7 shows the schematics for the THG-FROG; a pulse 
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from the OPO system is divided in two parts and one of those is sent into a delay line. 

Then the two beams follow parallel directions (but not collinear). A thin lens (focal 

length 10 cm) is used to focus them into a 10-[4,m thick organic film. As shown in the 

Fig. 6.7, two noncollinear beams result in addition to the collinear ones. One of this two 

noncollinear beams is chosen as a FROG signal (due to the symmetry of the 

configuration, the signal beam can be either of the two noncollinear beams). The signal 

beam after collimation is detected by a portable spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB2000). 

Delay 
line 

Organic 
film 

m 

f = 10 cm Portable 
spectrometer 

95 fe 
3 nJpulse 

1.4-1.6 |xm 
OPO 

ND 
RItets 

Figure 6.7. Experimental setup for THG-FROG. The noncollinear THG fields are 
proportional to the input fields as indicated. 
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In this FROG experiment the temporal delays between the two pulses propagating in the 

autocorrelator were changed accurately by using a translation stage (Newport 

UTM50PP.1 with controller ESP 3000). It must be pointed out that the function of the 

neutral density filter set (see Fig. 6.7) was to avoid saturation of the spectrometer. As it 

was shown in Chapter 5 (see Fig 5.7), the noncollinear THG beams have high intensity 

due to the reduction of the phase mismatch so spectrometer saturation condition was 

easily observed. This talks about the high sensitivity that can be achieved with the 

organic films. 

Figure 6.8a shows a FROG trace obtained with time delay intervals of 13.3 fs. To 

retrieve the intensity and phase of the pulse from such spectrogram, a commercially 

available software (FR0G2, Femtosoft Technologies) was used. By running this program 

a symmetric pulse of 95.5 fs (FWHM) was obtained (see Fig. 6.8b) when the spectrogram 

was arranged into a grid of 64 x 64 data points. The retrieved phase shows a pulse with a 

weak positive chirp. On the other hand, the software calculated a time bandwidth product 

of 0.4 which is in good agreement with the results obtained previously using the 

interferometric technique. Regarding the error in the FROG algorithm convergence, it 

was typically as small as 0.004 for grids of 64 x 64. Of course, even smaller errors were 

obtained by using larger grids, according to Eq. (4.26). 
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Figure 6.8. a) Experimental THG-FROG trace, b) retrieved intensity and phase pulse. 

This data was obtained for a pulse with energy of 0.2 nJ. 
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To check the validity of the FROG results, the frequency marginals were 

computed according to Eqs. (4.27)-(4.28). As we can see in Fig. 6.9 there is a good 

agreement between the marginal calculated by integrating the spectrogram over the delay 

variable and the marginal calculated (independently with a separated experiment) from 

the convolution of the pulse spectrum and the spectrum of its second harmonic. 
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Figure 6.9. Experimental frequency marginals for THG-FROG. The curve with open 
circles is the marginal calculated from the convolution of the pulse spectrum and the 

second harmonic pulse spectrum. The curve with open squares is the marginal computed 
from FROG trace. 

It is important to realize that the implemented THG-FROG allowed us to retrieve 

the phase of pulses with less than 1 nanojoule. For instance, the spectrogram shown in 

Marginal 
FROG M3rQin3l ^ 
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Fig. 6.8a was obtained with a pulse of about 0.2 nJ. This level of sensitivity has not been 

reported before [4.41] for a FROG setup that involves a nonlinear process of third order. 

So far the most sensitive FROG experiment involving nonlinearities of third order was 

reported by Trebino et. al. [1.28] who employed surface THG as a nonlinearity using 

pulses of 3 nJ (with approximately the same pulsewidths that the pulses here used). We 

estimate that by improving our setup it would be possible to measure without any 

difficulty pulses of only 10 pJ. 
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Figure 6.10. Retrieved intensity and phase ofpulse after crossing 5 cm of glass. This 
data was obtained for a pulse with energy of 0.2 nJ. 
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To demonstrate the phase retrieval for a pulse with significant phase distortion, 

the pulse was passed through 5 cm of glass. In this case, the retrieved pulse (see Fig. 

6.10) has duration of 124 fs and the TBP is 0.5 with a FROG algorithm error of 0.003. 

5 2 The retrieved phase shows a negative linear chirp of the order of 10" rad/fs which was 

calculated by fitting the phase shown in Fig. 6.10 to the Eq. (4.4). On the other hand, the 

pulse broadening calculated by using Eq. (4.14) is of 112 fs assuming an original 

pulsewidth of 95 fs and that for glass the GVD is -400 fsVcm at 1550. The retrieved 

pulse duration is also in good agreement. These numbers demonstrate the effect that the 

glass has on the short pulse propagation. 

To conclude this chapter, the potential of the films will be discussed. We already 

demonstrated that the THG-thin films are very convenient for pulse characterization due 

to the high sensitivity that is achieved, which in turn eliminates the need of nonlinear 

crystals (which required special alignment to insure phase-matching). Other advantages 

associated with having an autocorreator based on nonlinearities of third order were also 

discussed. Now, it is pertinent to ask how these THG-films would work for shorter 

pulses. As we discussed in chapter 4, the characterization of very short pulses requires the 

use of very thin nonlinear media, this minimizes the effects such as the group velocity 

mismatch (GVM) between the fundamental and harmonic waves and pulse distortions 

introduced by group velocity dispersion (GVD). Let's take as an example a 10-iJ.m thick 

film with 20 wt. % of chromophore concentration. From Eq. (4.13) and the dispersion 

curve of Fig. 5.3 one can deduce that the group velocity mismatch between the 

fundamental wave (1.55 |im) and its third harmonic (0.517 |j.m) is only of 0.7 fs as they 
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cross such 10-|j,m thick sample. Of course, this number is only relevant for pulses of a 

few fs. Similarly, the broadening of the pulse as it crosses the sample can be evaluated 

from Eqs. (4.14)-(4.15); in this case it is found that the GVD experienced by a pulse (A, = 

1.55 jim) crossing the film is about 0.15 fs / |j,m, this means that the shortest pulse that 

can be measured (before the film introduces important broadening) is about 10 fs. So, the 

utility of the chromophore-doped polymer films studied here is evident. 
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CHAPTER 7 

IMAGING THROUGH SCATTERING MEDIA USING THIRD-
HARMONIC GENERATION 

In this chapter another appUcation for the bright THG exhibited by the organic 

thin films is presented. This is the imaging by using THG cross-correlation time gating of 

an object located behind a scattering medium. The principle of operation of this technique 

has been akeady presented in chapter 4. In this chapter it is explored the use of the 

organic chromophore applied to this technique and the resulting advantages like the 

elimination of the use of expensive non-linear crystals, the brightness of the THG 

observable in a wide range of angle configurations and the fact that information is carried 

by infrared wavelengths but the final image is displayed with a visible wavelength. 

7.1. CROSS CORRELATED TIME-GATED THG-TMAGING 

Following the principles of cross-correlation time-gated imaging, already 

explained in chapter 4, the setup of Figure 7.1a was implemented. This apparatus is 

similar to an optical correlator and is intended for the imaging process of an object 

embedded or located behind a highly scattering medium. To understand the functioning 

of the cross-correlation THG imaging let's omit the existence of the scattering medium 

for a moment and assume that two short pulses, traveling through the two arms of the 

correlator, perfectly overlap in space and time at the organic film position. Figure 7.1b 

shows schematically the principle of operation for the imaging process; following the 
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Figure 7.1. a) Experimental setup for cross-correlation time-gated THG imaging; the 
typical focal lengths used in these experiments were 20 cm, 2.5 cm, 5 cm and 5 cm for 

Fi, F2, F3 and¥4, respectively, b) principle of imaging for the setup. 
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trajectory of the signal beam (the beam where the object is inserted on), the lens F2 

generates the spatial Fourier spectrum of the object at the organic film plane. In the film 

plane, the signal beam is correlated with the reference beam in such a way that the spatial 

frequencies of the original Fourier spectrum appear now with a new wavelength 

corresponding to the third harmonic. Then, this new THG-Fourier spectrum is Fourier 

inverted by the lens F4 and the object image is finally created and registered by a CCD 

camera. In this sense the optical path containing the lenses F2 and F4 is a 4f-Fourier 

imaging setup. In practice, however, a quasi-4f-Fourier imaging setup can also be used, 

for instance, by relocating F4 a little farther than its focal length from the Fourier plane, 

this permits a proper image magnification which facilitate registration with a CCD 

camara. It is important to point out that only one of the two noncollinear THG-beams can 

be used for these purpose, that is the one that contains linear information about the 

Fourier spectrum (recall that according to the discussion in chapter 3 the amplitude of the 

noncollinear fields are proportional to and In our setup the 

image of the object was also created at the fundamental wavelength throuhg conventional 

imaging using the quasi-4f-Fourier imaging system formed by the lenses F2 and F3 along 

the path of the signal beam, this permitted to monitor simultaneously both the cross-

correlated THG image and the image at the infrared wavelength. Note that the THG 

image is 1/3 size of the IR image, because the diffraction angles from the Fourier plane 

are linearly proportional to the wavelength. 

Our setup was first tested without any scattering medium with a variety of objects. 

Figure 7.2 shows a gallery of images obtained from objects with different forms and 
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sizes. The objects consisted of acetate transparencies in which black patterns were 

printed. Since the non-linear sample is located at the fourier plane of the imaguig system, 

special care was taken m the setup to avoid filtering of spatial frequencies due to a 

possible misoverlap of the signal beam and the reference beam. For this reason the spatial 

extent of the Fourier spectnmi was kept as small as posible by using a lens (F2) with high 

numerical aperture. Simultaneously to this, the lens Fi was selected with smaller 

numerical aperture so that the focused reference beam effectively overlaps with the 

Fourrier spectrum of the object beam. 

Figure 7.2. Gallery ofTHG cross-correlated images. The size of the objects is offew 
millimeters. 

Of course, the final criteria used to select Fj and F2 was associated to practical 

limitations. On one hand, Fz could not be too fast (with a very short focal length), since 

it would have implied to set such lens very close to the organic film and consequently the 

physical dimensions of such lens would have blocked the reference beam (a long work-

distance microscope objective might solve this problem). On the other hand, since 
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physical dimensions of such lens would have blocked the reference beam (a long work-

distance microscope objective might solve this problem). On the other hand, since 

unamplified pulses were used, a very slow lens Fi would imply a small irradiance at the 

films which in turn would reduce the THG conversion efficiency. Then the lenses were 

chosen to provide a compromise on these issues (see Fig 7.1 for the typical focal lengths 

used in these experiments). 

7.2. THG ANGULAR BANDWIDTH AND IMAGING 

The nature of the non-phasematched THG guarranted a very broad angular 

bandwith. This is a desirable capability of a nonlinear medium used for this kind of 

imaging process. To illustrate this point, the thin organic film in the setup of Fig. 7.1a 

was replaced by a BBO crytal (500-iJ.m thick). In this case a transmission gratting with 

period of 250 |^m was used as object. As we can see in Fig. 7.3 the angular bandwitdh 

limitations of the BBO crystal are evident as the cr)1;al is rotated to achieve phase-

matching condition. In that condition a narrow bright strip appears in the SHG images 

due to the narrow phase-matched angular-bandwidth of the crystal. At both sides of the 

maximimi SHG intensity. Maker-fringes are also seen. This contrasts with the broad 

angular-bandwidth exhibited by the organic film (see Fig. 7.3). Of course one may use a 

very thin crystal to obtain a large angular bandwidth with the SHG crystal, but in that 

case the conversion efficiency decreases quadratically with thickness reduction[3.3]; 

additionally the cost of the SHG crystal tend to increase with thickness reduction because 

the poUshing of these crystals is expensive. Thin samples are also very brittle. 
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Figure 7.3. Cross-correlated images of a transmission grating ofperiod 0.25 mm a) 
using a 500-jum thick BBO crystal of and b) a 10-/jm thick organic film. 

For SHG, thus, it is necessary to use a much smaller numerical aperture for the 

focusing lens (F2) , thus resulting in a poor resolution [4.69] or requiring high laser power 

such as regenerative amplifiers [4.67,4.68]. On the contrary, our THG device has broad 

angular and wavelength bandwidths, facilitating relatively high resolution even with a 

low power laser source. 

7.3. SCATTERING MEDIA 

To test quantitatively the capability of our setup to retrieve the object information 

in highly scattering conditions, it is necesary to test it with well calibrated scattermg 

media. Suspension of silica mirospheres is a good example of such kind of media. To 

prepare this kind of suspension, microspheres commercially available (Bangs 

Laboratories, Inc.) were mixed in D2O (deuterated water was used to avoid absorption at 

1.55 |xm). The scattering properties of a variety of suspensions with microspheres of 

diferent diameters were calculated by measuring the transmitted ballistic photons that are 
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detected when a laser beam crosses a 0.1 cm glass cell filled with one of such 

suspensions. Referring to the figure 7.4, we see that those photons are easily detected by 

locating a powermeter at considerable distance from the scattering medium. In our case, 

the distance between the cell and the powermeter was set to 1 m. To avoid that some of 

the scattered photons reach the meter an iris was also used (the aperture of the iris was set 

to fit the beam diameter in the absence of the scattering suspension). Since the 

microspheres do not absorb ligth at the illumination wavelength, the total transmitted 

power I  due to ballistic photons is given by ///# where /„ is the power 

measured when the cuvette of thickness d is filled only with D2O (no microspheres) 

whereas is the effective scattering coefficient. 

Cuvette 

Power 
meter 

] mm 

Figure 7.4. Measurement of the scattering cross section for suspensions of D2O 
containing microspheres of different diameters. The aperture of the iris was set with the 

cuvette containing only D2O to have a power reference. 
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Figure 7.5 shows the calculated scattering coefficients for microspheres with 1, 5 

and 13 |j,m in diameter. By fitting the data in that figure, the effective scattering cross 

section cr^ for each case is easily determined since the total number density N and the 

cross section are related through = Na^. In this way the cross sections of 1.09x10 ,-9 

cm^, 3.74x10'^ cm^, and 9.12x10"" cm"^ were estimated for microsphres of 1, 5 and 13 

|xm in diameter, respectively. 
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0=9.12x10"® cm^ 

a=3.74x10'' cm^ 

a=1.09x10 ® cm^ 

10' 10" 10' 10® 10® 10^° 

Number Density [particles/cm^ 

Figure 7.5. Scattering extinction coefficient for microspheres suspended in D2O. The 
microsphere diameters and their scattering cross sections are indicated. The lines show 

the linear fitting to the experimental data points. 

We conclude that within the range of sizes tested, the particules with larger 

diameter scatter more strongly the ligth at 1550 nm. As a matter of fact, particules with 
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different size scatter the ligth in different way. It was found, for example, that in the setup 

of figure 7.4 the light was mainly scattered in forward direction for the case of suspension 

with microspheres of 13 f^m, but for the case of the suspension with microspheres of 5 

|j,m a considerable amoxmt of ligth was also scattered to the sides of the beam direction. 

7.4. TIME-GATED THG IMAGING 

After the scattering media were calibrated, THG time-gated images under high 

scattering conditions were obtained. Here 1 cm cell containing the scattering suspection 

was inserted on the path of the signal beam of the setup depicted in Fig. 7.1a. Since 

microspheres of 13 (xm in diameter exhibited the strongest scattering process here only 

that case is presented. Once the scattering medium was inserted in the setup, a maximum 

of THG was obtained by adjusting the delay between the signal and the reference beams. 

Figure 7.6 shows the time-gated THG-imaging that results by using suspensions 

characterized by different scattering attenuations up to approximatly nine fi-ee mean paths 

(mlp). Note that by definition m^ = ̂  where /4 is given by the value calculated m 

previous section, but now d (the cell thickness used in this part of the experiment), is 

increased to 1 cm. In the figure 7.6 the power of attenuation by scattering process along 1 

cm of suspection is denoted in optical densities (OD), where we have )j,sd = 2.30D. 
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Figure 7.6. Images of an object located behind scattering medium with different level of 
scattering. From the left to the right the corresponding optical densities of the media are 

0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Upper row correspond to images obtainedfrom direct 
imaging with the illumination wavelength (1.55 ̂ ). Lower row correspond to cross-

correlated time-gated THG imaging process. 

As we can see in Fig 7.6, the optical correlation of the signal and reference pulses 

at zero delay produces THG-images which are clean of noise and whose contrast only 

decline for scaterring media of high OD due to the limited sensitivity of the used non-

amplified camera (note that noise appearing in the THG-image picture corresponding to 

OD = 4 (9 mfp) is due only to the electronic noise of the camara). In contrast, the images 

obtained simultaneously at the fundamental wavelength along the signal beam show the 

mark of the scattering process, for instance, for OD higher than 2 (m^ about 4.6) the 

scattered photons follow erratic trajectories and start filling the field of view of the CCD 

(IR) camera, resulting in a noisy image of the object. 

On the other hand, the effectiveness of the time-gated THG-imaging is also 

demonstrated by recording the THG photons resulting from the correlation of the beams 
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at different temporal delays. To alleviate the low sensitivity of the used CCD (VIS) 

camara, in this case we rather image the Fourier spectrum (which has a bigger photon 

density) of a plane wave going throuhg a scattering medium. To do this, we moved the 

lens F4 in a new position so that it worked as ordinary imaging lens for the Fourier 

spectrum while the CCD (VIS) was then located in the corresponding image plane (see 

Fig. 7.1 where the new positions of the lens and camara are denoted by dashed lines). 

Similarly, the lens F3 and the CCD (IR) camera were relocated to record the Fourier 

spectrum by using the fundamental wavelength. Figure 7.7 shows the THG time-gated 

Fourier spectrum of the plane wave recorded for the case of an scattering medium with 

OD = 6 (equivalent to 14 mfp). This figure shows the ability of the system to select the 

balistic photons from a scattering medium: at zero delay only the ballistic photons are 

correlated with the reference beam and a well defined time-gated Fourier spectrum of a 

plane wave is obtained; at delay of 133 fs, however, the time-gated Fourier spectrum 

consists of the scattered photons going in random trajectories that correlate with the 

reference beam. In constrast, without the time-gated process, the CCD (IR) camera 

detects a Fourier spectrum that is filled with scattered photons. The presence of the 

scattered process is also evident by the stretching of the signal pulse as shown on Figure 

7.7b. 
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Figure 7.7. a) Fourier spectrum of a plane wave crossing a scattering medium of OD = 
6. From the left to the right: first picture is the time-gate Fourier spectrum at zero delay; 

second picture is the time-gate Fourier spectrum at 133 fs delay; the third one is the 
Fourier spectrum taken at the fundamental wavelength, b) pulse stretching measured 

from the THG cross-correlation. 
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The time-gated THG-imaging data presented here can be compared with other 

results reported in the literature. Table 7.1 shows the main characteristics of each method. 

In this table one important parameter to be taken into account is the employed peak 

power since this determines the efficiency of the nonlinear method used for the time 

gating process. Besides the photorefractive holographic gating method, the time-gated 

THG-imaging is reported for the the lowest peak power illumination which is about 0.02 

MW. We can also see that the number of m^ obtained by time-gated THG-imaging is 

superior to the value obtained by the photorefractive holographic gating method, this in 

addition to the fact that photorefractive method has time resolution in the order of 

milliseconds while for the case of THG is practically instantaneous process. On the other 

hand, for the rest of the cases cited in table 7.1 the employed peak power is much larger 

than the peak power delivered by our OPO system. Of course, the peak power combined 

with the specific imaging technique determine the total number of mfp that can be 

achieved. For instance, in terms of the number of mfy the time-gated THG-imaging is 

similar to the values reported by using collinear sum-frequency cross-correlation and 

single shot sum- frequency cross-correlation. It must be pointed out, however, that in the 

two latter cases the gating effect took place at the image plane and that amplified pulses 

were used as illumination. Consequently the peak power employed in one of this cases is 

about three orders of magnitude larger than the peak power delivered by our OPO 

system, and more than five orders of magnitude larger in the other case. 

In conclusion, the major advantage of the imaging method presented here is the 

fact that the illumination wavelength is eye safe, that the wavelength of the final image 
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falls in the visible so that it can be easily detected with standar devices and that the 

process is instantaneous. It must be pointed out that the wavelength falls out of the range 

used for medical application (600-1300 nm), however, as the scattering tends to 

disminish as the wavelength increases, as for the atmosphere, there are advatnages in 

using the longest possible wavelength. Another very important property of this method is 

the large angular and wavelength bandwidths as well as polarization insensitivity of the 

THG. This is important for time gating techniques where the nonlinear process takes 

place in the Fourier plane. As it was discussed, nonlinear crystals have narrow angular 

bandwidths which translate in filtering of spatial frequencies and in turn in loss of image 

resolution. As we discussed, this is alleviated by having the gating effect on the image 

plane, but this solution implies the need of high peak power ilumination. 
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Table 7.1. Comparison of different time-gated imaging systems. 

Gating 
Method 

Illuiniiiatioii 

Peak 
Power 

NL 
Medium 

Imaging MFP Resolution Reference 

SHG Cross-
Correlation 

Amplified 
CPM, 620 
nm, 100 fs 

7.7 MW KDP 
ID, linear 

object 
scarming 

28 
(0.296 pm 
spheres) 

Submillimeter (4.64) 

Optical Ken-
Gate 

Nd:Yag, 
1054 nm, 8 
ps (4 mJ) 

0.5 GW 
CS2 Kerr 
shutter 

2D 
21.7 

(0.46 pm 
spheres) 

Submillimeter 
(4.65) 

Up-
Conversion 
Collinear 

Cross 
Correlation 

Nd:Yag, 
1060 (xm, 35 
ps (1 mJ) up-
converted by 
532 nm and 
down con, 
by 355 nm 

28 MW 3 cm KDP 

2D. Up-
conv. (355 

nm.)at 
Fourier 

plane (and 
532 by 

down conv.) 

25 
(Fat 

emulsion) 
0.4 mm (4.70) 

Collinear 
parametric 

amplification 
Cross 

Correlation 

Nd:Yag, 
1064 nm, 55 
ps, ampl. by 

532 nm 

2 cm KTP 
Type II 

2D. 
Parametric 

ampl. 
(810nm)at 
image plane 

22 
(0.302|jm 
spheres) 

20 pm (4.71) 

Photorefractive 
holographic 

gating 

Ti;sapphire, 
800 nm, 130 
fs, 250 mW 

0.02 MW PR 
polymer 

Holographic 
800 nm 

9 
(0.548nm 

spheres 

7 
(4.72) 

SFG Collinear 
Cross-

Correlation 

Criforsterite 
regenerative 

amplifier, 
1220rmi, 60 

fs (50nJ) 

0.8 GW 
1 mm 

KTP Type 
II 

2D. SFG 
(610nm) at 
image plane 

15 

(Itralipid 
solution) 

20 |jm 
(4.67) 

SFG Cross-
Correlation 

Ti:sapphire, 
800 nm, 40 

fs 

0.17MW 
LilOs 

2D. SFG 
(400nm) at 

Fourier 
plane 

? Submillimeter 
(4.69) 

SFG Cross-
Correlation 
(single shot) 

Amplified 
Ti: sapphire, 
800 nm, 40 
fs (400 (iJ) 

10 GW 
1 mm 
BBO 

Longitudinal 
imaging of 
bio. Tissue. 

SFG 
(400nm) at 
image plane 

12.3 
(biological 

tissue) 
(4.68) 

THG Cross-
Correlation 

Ti:sapphire, 
1550 nm, 

100 fs 
250 mW 

0.025MW Organic 
Thin Film 

2D. THG 
(517 mn) at 

Fourier 
plane 

14 

(13fmi 
spheres 

? 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation reported bright THG in amorphous polymer films containing 

push-pull chromophores. THG has been observed practically in the entire visible 

spectrum, but the highest efficiency was achieved at green (~ 517 nm) with a 

fundamental wavelength at 1550 nm. With unamplified short pulses, 17 of THG 

power were obtained with a 10-|a,m thick sample and a pump power of 250 mW. The 

efficient frequency conversion is explained by the relatively low absorption of the third 

harmonic and the large cubic nonlinearity of the films which was estimated to be = 

0.82xl0~'^ (m/V)^ and = 2.51xl0~'^ (m/V)^ for 20 and 65 wt. % of chromophore 

loading, respectively. At the microscopic level, we identify the large hyperpolarizabilities 

of the push-pull chromophores as the origin of the large susceptibilities 

The encapsulated films did not exhibit degradation when they were stored in 

normal room conditions; actually, they conserved their linear and nonlinear optical 

properties for all the period of time that these experiments lasted (18 months). Under the 

influence of laser beams, the samples degraded only with very high peak intensities (> 1 

GW/cm^). This was due to the fact that the re-absorption of THG combined with the high 

repetition rate of the used system (82 MHz) translated into heat accumulation on the 

sample. Nevertheless, the efficient THG allowed us to implement applications with pump 

intensities much lower than the damage threshold. The thermal effects at high peak 

intensities can be eliminated by pumping the films with lower repetition rates. 
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In this dissertation it was reported collinear and noncollinear THG. In the former 

case, the THG was not a phase-matched process; however, the anomalous dispersion 

exhibited by the films at the blue-green part of the visible spectrum help to minimize the 

phase-mismatch between fundamental wave and the third harmonic wave. Moreover, the 

guest-host structure of the polymer films allowed us to adjust the chromophore 

concentration to obtain samples with optimized dispersion of the refractive index, with 

large with moderate extinction coefficient at the third harmonic wavelength 

(note these three parameters have a chromophore concentration dependence; it was found 

that the most efficient THG took place for films with 20 wt. % of molecular loading). In 

addition to this, the phase-mismatch factor also exhibited a remarkable dependence on 

the THG geometrical configuration, for instance, it was observed that noncollinear THG 

was much brighter than collinear THG due to the reduction of the phase-mismatch, as a 

matter of fact, it was calculated that a phase-matched THG process would take place for 

the case of two noncollinear pump beams forming an angle of 29 degrees. 

Further optimization of the THG can be still performed by identifying 

chromophores with lower absorption at the third harmonic wavelengths and larger second 

order hyperpolarizability y (one way to increase the value of the latter parameter can be 

implemented by using molecules with strong two photon resonances). Furthermore, since 

the relevant susceptibility tensor in our organic films is of the fonn;}^,'^,', , an additional 

enhancement of the THG could be observed by fabricating poled films, this would reduce 

the molecular disorder and in turn would increase the nonlinear polarization. Parallel to 

this, studies about matrix effect on the THG production can also be performed. 
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In summary, to observe efficient THG we fabricated durable organic films of 

good optical quality, with moderate absorption at THG wavelengths, and with high 

nonlinear susceptibility of third order. With these films, THG optical autocorrelation has 

been demonstrated for pulse diagnostic. Very high sensitivity has been achieved such that 

the characteristics of the organic films make them ideal for full pulse characterization. 

Remarkably, the efficient and broadband THG takes place in samples of only few 

microns in thickness. Since the accumulative dispersion effects remain small in these thin 

films, then it is expected that they can be employed in the characterization of very short 

pulses with very broad bandwidths. Here, we demonstrated THG-FROG measurements 

with ~ 100 fs pulses and with less of 0.2 nJ/pulse. This is the most sensitive FROG 

measurements today reported by using nonlinearities of third order. 

On the other hand, THG cross-correlation time-gated has been demonstrated for 

imaging applications. In this case large angular and wavelength bandwidths were proven 

for imaging at the eye safe wavelength of 1550 nm. By using this technique it was 

possible to retrieve the image of an object located behind a highly scattering medium. 

THG cross-correlation time gated imaging was demonstrated for a scattering media of 14 

mean free paths (mfp) equivalent to a optical density of 6. 

Other applications involving cross correlation are also possible such as optical 

sampling. On the other hand, currently it's being explored the THG-sensitization of 

photorefractive effect at telecommunication wavelengths by using push-pull 

chromophores. This idea emerged as an alternative to the photorefractive effect sensitized 

by two-photon absorption[ 1.11,1.12]. 
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APPENDIX A 

This appendix presents the analytical calculation for the interferometric 

correlation trace using THG and SHG. 

The basic expression for THG interferometric correlation of two pulses with the 

electric fields E^{t) and E^{t), respectively, is given by: 

Ji + \dt (A.1) 

This can be also written as; 

Here is assumed that the electric fields J5',(r)and E^(t) are identical except perhaps in 

amplitude. This can be denoted as: 

E{ t )  =  E , { t )^4RE, i t )  Q<R<\  

m  = Ei t )E \ t )  =  7 , (0  =  E , { t )E: ( t )  =  =  RE, { t )E l { t )  

Using this notation Eq. (A.2) becomes: 
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00 00 oo ou 

\l\t)dt + R^ \l\t-T)dt + 9{R\l\t)I{t-r)dt + R^ \l{t)l\t-T)dt\ + 
—00 —00 —00 —oo 

OO 00 

211''' fReE'(OlB'(t-T)rdt +18R"' fl(OI(f-T)ReE(OE*(t-T)dt + 

(A.4) 00 00  ̂ ^ 
6 [ /?  j l (OReB'(Ol^' (^-r ) ]*d i  +  R'  j l ( i -T)ReE'(0[B' ( t -T) ]*d t ]  +  

—00 —00 

00 00 

61R"' jl\t)ReE(OE*(t-T)dt + R"' fl\f-T)ReE(OE*(t-T)dt] 

where Re denotes the real part of the complex quantities. Last expression can be easily 

simplified for the case of pulses with very simple structure, in such a case the complex 

notation is not needed and the expression can be rewritten as: 

00 00 00 

+ f l ' ( t -T)df  +  15R j l ' (OI(^-T)df  +  
—00 —00 —00 

oo 00 

15R' fl(t)l\t-T)dt + 20R'" jl"'(t)l"Ht-T)dt+ (A.5) 
—00 —00 

00 00 

6^1/2 + 

As example, let us consider the case of a Gaussian field envelope given by; 

£•(0 = cosfflgf (A.6) 

Inserting Eq. (A.6) into Eq. (A.5) and by considering the symmetry of the Gaussian field 

the THG correlation trace is: 
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I ]"^{ t )  =  { \  +  R^)  cos'0o^ + 
—CO 

aO 

\S{R + R^) J^-4«/.o)^^-2(i'-^i/r„)^ (O.tcos" (0St-r)dt + 

„ "" (A-7) 

— 00 

00 

6(if'" +/?'") (O^tco^a^{ t -x )d t  

Applying trigonometric identities and considering that all the integrals containing terms 

like COSCJq^ , cos2©„f, cosSOgf, etc., are equal to zero, we have: 

= — [(! + /?') +3(/? + i?')(3 + 2cos20„r) + 
^ ̂  — oo — oo 

00 

2i?"'(cos3fflor + 9cos0oT) + (A. 
—00 

6(^1/2 J 

Finally computing the integrals it gives; 

I™C (T) = [(1 + R') + Z{R + R')(3 + 2cos 

2R^'^{cos3c i ) f ,T  +  9cos (OgT)e  + 6{R^'^  +R^'^)cosa )QT ] 

(A.9) 
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Similarly, an expression can be found for the interferometric correlation trace using SHG. 

In this case the basic equation is: 

I iAc i r )=  J |  [E , { t )  +  E , { t - T ) }  I'rfr (A.IO) 
—00 

By following similar steps shown above it follows that: 

I'ac (^) = ̂  [(1 + ̂ ') + 4(V^ + cos a),T)i~' 
8v4 

i?(4 + 2cos2®oT)e"'"'»'' 

-C/'-o/ 

(A.11) 
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